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Jennifer Shade, a Will Rice senior, practices the teaching
arts with Johnston Middle School student Charles Coon.
Both are participating in Rice's stormier schoolfor middle
and high school students which is profiled on page 32.
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Simple Genius

Through 40 years offads and trends, architect E. Fay
Jones has held fast to the design principles of his mentor, Frank Lloyd Wright. Now the septuagenarian's
simple genius is drawing the nation's highest praise.
—By David D. Medina

16

Watching Wasps

Better known for nasty stings than for altruism, wasps
and their selfless breeding habits are revealing new
pieces of the evolutionary puzzle to Rice biologists
Joan Strassmann and David Queller.
—By Maggi Stewart

Architect E. Fay Jones

21

Memories on Ice

Believe it or not, Rice fielded an ice hockey team in the 1930s.
Noted author David Westheimer, the team's first goalie, skates
back in time to reveal the secrets of the Polar Wave Ice Palace
and the Owls' first foray on ice.
—By David Westheimer

26

Rice Design Alliance

Housed in the School of Architecture, the RDA carries its consciousness-raising
message of better urban design to a growing audience of architects, designers and
concerned city dwellers.
—By Keith Matis
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The Machine in the Garden
In the corridor ofAutry House
(which, incidentally, serves the best
vegetables in Houston) hangs a
wide-angle photograph of all four
buildings ofthe Rice Institute,
taken in 1916. The view is from the
west looking east straight down the
road to the Campanile. Infant live
oaks line either side ofthe walkway
by the road, trees that in years to
come would shelter the campus
from the Texas sun and make Rice
a much-loved and visited place.
Halfway down the road in this
photo sits another prophetic symbol
of the Rice to come, a flimsy black
automobile, the likes of which most
of us have seen only in Laurel and
Hardy movies. Automobiles have
grown as thick as oak trees on
campus, and where to park them
has become the subject of much
concern.
For years, visitors and alumni
have had trouble parking, especially
around noontime at Cohen House.
Certain desirable lots are filled to
overflowing. Invaders from the
Texas Medical Center, where parking is expensive, have poached in
our lots, which until recently, have
been free to Rice faculty, staff and
students. Some parking outlaws
have grown so bold that the campus
police have added the so-called
Denver boot to their arsenal ofenforcement techniques.(The boot is
a clamp that police lock on a tire,
making the offending car impossible
to drive.)
The late Jack Mitchell, acting
dean ofthe School of Architecture,
was commissioned in 1991 to study
the campus parking problem. He
and his committee consulted widely
throughout the campus and across
the state. He drew his recommendations from a deep sense of the history ofthe campus and its evolving
master plan. Details of his report
were widely circulated in news stories, memos and meetings.
Launched with a thick packet of
memos and regulations this summer, the parking plan has already

drawn protests from faculty and
students.
To those of us who have attended
large urban universities and gladly
paid daily parking fees to walk 15 to
20 minutes to class, the outcry about
the new fees and regulations seems a
little silly. The fee for anyone who
wants close-in parking will be $75,or
$6.25 a month. Free parking will be
available in the stadium lot, a sevenminute walk from library. Shuttle
buses will run on the inner loop for
those not inclined to walk. Stronger
enforcement and penalties will be
used both on outsiders and Rice
violators.
In addition, consistent and simplified signs are replacing the ugly clutter at our gates and along our roadways. Visitors' spaces will be added
to the Cohen House lot, and the lots
are being freshly painted and striped.
We have talked for a long time about
getting out beyond the hedges. Now
we're making it easier for visitors to
get inside the hedges.
But not without some anger and
criticism. About the only act worse
than charging for parking would be
cutting down a tree, and yet that is
exactly what Rice has done over the
summer (see Through the Sallyport,
page 4).
The trees were cut down to make
way for a sidewalk from Alice Pratt
Brown Hall near the stadium parking
lot to the interior of the campus.
More and more of us will be taking
that walk, which will be tree-lined
and shaded in the years to come.
This month's Sallyport celebrates
some of the architectural vision that
has made Rice great. Part of that vision has been its consistent architecture of pink brick, shady cloisters and
sheltering oaks. As Rice continues to
grow, more pressure from automobiles will be placed on its intimate
scale. Jack Mitchell has provided a
plan that in the long run will
accomodate the machine to our
beautiful garden.
—Michael Berryhill
Executive Director
News &Publications
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LETTERS

Double Jeopardy
I enjoyed reading Kristen Pauley's
article in your April/May '92 issue
about my trials and tribulations as a
"Jeopardy!" contestant last fall.
However, the Final Jeopardy question must have been more difficult
than I imagined because the answer
she listed for it was not correct
either.
To set the record straight: Andrew Johnson, not Jackson, had no
vice president, along with Millard
Fillmore, John Tyler and Chester
Arthur. I guessed the other
Johnson, knowing it was incorrect,
and I even lobbied Alex Trebek in
support of my answer, saying that
there was a period ofsome months
after Kennedy's assassination
when LBJ had no veep. However, Johnson selected Hubert
Humphrey as his running mate in
'64, and I was advised that the operative word in the Final Jeopardy
clue was "never."
Nancy Ellen Walker '79
Houston
Errata for $200,Alex. In your article on Rice's Jeopardy contestant
("Category:'Jeopardy' Fanatics for
$100," April/May '92), you say
that U.S. President Andrew Jackson never had a vice president. It's
Andrew Johnson who never had a
vice president.
Richard T. Reinhard,'82
Buffalo, NY

Mitchell Sorely Missed
With the recent death of Dean 0.
Jack Mitchell, the Rice School of
Architecture has lost a fine teacher
and administrator and a great
champion ofeducation.
Unlike many of the politicians
and theoreticians so prevalent on
the academic scene today, Jack
could always be counted on to be
fair and rational and to make decisions that would ultimately benefit
his students, rather than any one
ideology or
Whenever I'd return to Rice in
the years after my graduation, I
4 Sallyport

made it a point to drop in on Jack.
Not only did he always remember
where I was and what I was up to,
but he'd take the time to talk to me
about the School of Architecture
and the latest plans for the programs there. I was always inpressed
by his seemingly endless dedication
and his unfailing personal integrity.
I think I speak for a lot of Jack's
former students and colleagues
when I say that he will be sorely
missed, but that his commitment
lives on in those of us who were fortunate enough to have known him.
Beth Leslie Glasser '77,'80
Baltimore, Md.

Non-Conforming Senior
I received the June/July issue of
Sallyport today and was surprised by
the 1972 Yesteryear blurb. Why,
right there in black and peach was
my own nameless tilt at windmills of
20 years ago. Yes, that's right, I'm
the former non-conforming graduating senior who tried to donate my
$8 cap and gown rental fee to charity. (That's about 25 ofour 1992
dollars for you young whippersnappers.)
"Imagine the good we could all
accomplish with this small symbolic
act," I thought in my young, foolish, fuzzy—headed thinking ofthe
time. But alas 'twas not to be. Oh,I
made the donation to the American
Cancer Society. And I paid the $8
cap and gown rental, as well. I attended my graduation ceremony,
and my sister, who was dying of
cancer and confined to a wheelchair,
was proud of me as I accepted my
diploma in my cap and gown.
But I couldn't help thinking of
that Dylan Thomas quote:
"Do not go gentle into that
good night,
But rage, rage against the dying
of the light."
Morris Green '72,'73
Portland, Oregon
Sallyport welcomes your comments.
Please write to: Sallyport, Office of
News &Publications, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, TX
77251. Letters are subject to editing.

Keeping the Trees Line
Ever feel like you're standing in
the wrong line? Now the trees at
Rice agree with you. To make
room for 60 live oak trees and a
new sidewalk, the university has
cut down 16 poorly placed trees
along the southern edge of the
field by Alice Pratt Brown Hall.
Why not use existing trees to
line the walk? When the university was originally laid out by the
architectural firm of Cram,
Goodhue and Ferguson in 1910,
the plan called for sidewalks to be
lined on either side by live oaks
and spaced 10 feet from roadways. But sometime in the '70s
when the confines of conformity
loosened and people was
discoing to the beat oftheir own
drum machine, trees along the
road south of Alice Pratt Brown
were centered on the future site
of the walkway stretching from
the stadium to Herring Hall.
Then last summer the late
Jack Mitchell, professor of architecture, conducted a long-range
parking study and recommended
spending between $4.5 and $5
million for parking, landscaping
and other campus improvements.
The first phase, approved for
$788,000, includes a shuttle bus
system in addition to new sidewalks and better aligned trees.
Why not straighten out the
wayward trees by moving them
over a few feet? Because the misplaced trees are too large. Relocation would cost about $5,000
a tree, and relocated trees usually
only live about a year.
A few years ago, when several
trees were removed from the engineering quad at a cost of
around $30,000, none of them
survived. So, it was either cut
down the trees or deviate from
the master plan. The university
decided to look to the future
when a shaded walk like all others on campus would grace the
roadway.
Next time you venture back
inside the hedges, look for the
new perfectly aligned sidewalk
and its queued attendants marshalled neatly on either side.

T HR OUGH *THE* S ALL Y P OR T

Soler Energy
Richard Soler has a fantasy job. He recently started a new company called
"Make Believe" and spends his time creating fantasy and illusions
for special events and parties.
He's sculpted a life-size Oscar for a mortgage company's Hollywoodinspired exhibit, created a pair of giant foo dogs for the Children's Museum
and some five-foot-tall chickens for Sharpstown Mall. He is now in the
midst of planning a fantasy reception for some Republican conventioneers,
the theme for which is a — read my lips — secret.
The weirdest request so far? A nuptial doggie bed (more on that later.)
Soler, who earned his master's degree in art history from Rice in 1985
and spent some time being a serious art historian, also designs fantasy furniture. He specializes in a series ofcabinets with individual faces on the
doors, curved legs and claw-like feet. These are no curio cabinets — the
cabinets are the curios.
Using plaster of Paris, paper pulp, gesso, paints, varnish, shellac, wax
and anything else he deems appropriate, Soler transforms the plain cabinets
With a mask, an elaborate headdress and decorative features on the legs and
feet.
Soler's personal artwork focuses on emblematic art from the 16th and
17th centuries. The cabinets evolved from a 17th-century emblem motto,
"Melliori latent," or "The best is within."
"My conceit is that the owner will put something inside my cabinets that
is even better than the object itself, such as precious jewels," he says.
One can come face to face, so to speak, with the cabinets in Houston at
the Janice Rudy Gallery in the Saks Pavilion and in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
in the Made in USA Gallery.
Soler is now starting a new series ofcabinets, this time using a mask of
a horned woman. He says in the near future he may also expand to
armoires with faces. What's next? Armoires with arms?
Back to his most bizarre creation to date: Soler was commissioned to
make a nuptial bed for a couple ofSchnauzers. Using his art history background, Soler says he made it "in the tradition of great erotic beds." The
golden bed has a ruffled, pink satin pillow and is surmounted by a crown
With ostrich plumes. A lace canopy modestly conceals the headboard,
a 17th-century Dutch print framed in gold of two dogs, who .. . well,
let's leave that to fantasy.
—Maggi Stewart

Putting Mettle to the Pedal

4'a1lace ChapeU '43

blazes a trailfor
charily with long-distance bike rides.

Eight hundred and thirty miles.
Sounds like a long way. Now cover
that distance on a bicycle. That is
just what Wallace Chapel'43 did
when he rode from Dallas to Iowa
City this May.
"Life needs adventure," noted
the 72-year-old Chapell, a former
Methodist minister, after a similar
770-mile bike hike from Dallas to
Gunnison, Colorado,last year.
Chapell says his cycling adventures "demonstrate that senior citizens can make a difference and that
individual efforts are significant."
They also "hit some good licks for
the importance of volunteering and
putting your money where your

44111..

Arcane accessories and fantasy-faced cabinets are the
stock in trade of art historian turned furniture maker
Richard Soler. Drawing on emblematic art from the 16th
and 17th centuries, Soler's fantasy furniture is an extension of the illusioned art he creates for clients with eccentric tastes in entertaining.

mouth is," he adds.
Like the previous trip, the goal
of this year's 13-day trek was to
raise money for RESTART,a nonprofit organization devoted to
training the unemployed and getting them back to work.
Last year's "Lomas Ride for RESTART," sponsored by Chapell's
employer, Lomas Mortgage USA,
raised $36,000. Projections for this
year are a little lower at $25,000,
though Chapell says donations are
difficult to gauge because last year
they were still arriving in December. Donors either pledge an
amount for each mile Chapell rides
or can make lump sum contributions to RESTART.
—Tassie Gniady
August / September '92
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NEWS

Classmate Bennett B. Watson will sponsor a track and field award honoring Rice great Fred B. Wolcott,far right.

Track and Field Award
Named for Fred Wolcott'41
Bennett B. Watson, Rice Class of
1941, has established the annual
Fred Wolcott Award in honor of
his classmate, who was one of
Rice's greatest athletes ever. In
addition to a generous endowment, Watson will present a perpetual annual gift of $2,000 to the
Rice men's track and field team.
The award will be given annually to the Rice men's track and
field performer judged to be the
most versatile and who best epitomizes the athletic excellence, high
moral character and the integrity
exemplified by Fred Wolcott.
The late Fred B. Wolcott was
one ofthe most accomplished athletes in Rice University history. He
was a nine-time Southwest Conference champion in the sprints and
hurdle races, a seven-time NCAA
champion and twice set the world
record in the high hurdles. In
1940, he broke the legendary Jesse
6
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Owens' world record in the 110yard hurdles (13.7 seconds). Were
it not for the cancellation of the
1940 Olympics due to World War
II, Wolcott most likely would have
won two Olympic Gold medals.
"My purpose in suggesting this
award," Watson said,"was not only
to honor Fred, but to attempt to
give our present and future Rice
athletes a better role model than
what we often see. I want our
young men to realize that conducting themselves as gentlemen and
staying clear of drugs can help
them become winners, both on
and off the field, just as Fred was."

Mayoral Symposium
Spotlights Inner City
Three U.S. mayors explained how
they are renewing their inner cities
at a June 22 Rice symposium called
"Cityslickers." The symposium examined urban planning, zoning,

preservation, and public and private
partnerships.
Former Houston mayor Kathy
Whitmire invited the mayors of
Louisville, Ky., Galveston, and
Portland, Ore., to discuss how
their revitalized downtowns had
strengthened their local economies.
The Rice Design Alliance and
the Rice Institute for Policy Analysis(RIPA)sponsored the event
held at Cohen House.
Whitmire, recently appointed
director of RIPA,opened the symposium by calling for central-city
revitalization in Houston. Growth
and reinvestment occur more often
in Houston's suburbs than downtown, Whitmire said.
"A lot of us here in Houston
have been concerned for some time
about the future of the central core
ofour city and about what can be
done as we see more investment
moving further and further out,"
she said.
The symposium's three featured
speakers stressed the importance of

ite
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the downtown areas in their own
cities.
"Downtown is the heart of the
community," Louisville Mayor Jerry
E. Abramson said."And if the heart
ofthe community dies, the fingers
and toes are not going to have a
chance. You can't be a suburb of
nowhere."
Houston architect Bill Stern,
symposium moderator, asked each
Mayor about specific programs effective in strengthening their central
cities.
Abramson believes in priming
the pump.
In Louisville, the city buys old
warehouses and printing factories
and then offers them for sale to developers. Abramson said such combined efforts of private and public
sectors are important factors in revitalizing Louisville's downtown.
"You have got to be able to show
the private sector that there is a return on investment opportunities,"
he said. "And to do that in most
eases the government must provide
the opportunity to move forward."
To begin the city's urban renewal,
Abramson said he approached his
Job as a businessman. Hiring consultants, Abramson developed fiveand ten-year plans,"just like any
business would do," he said. "You
have got to put a business plan
together."
He created a city department and
a private sector corporation of business leaders. These two organizations developed a harmonized, unified plan for Louisville.
"We had the government. We had
the private sector. Everyone now is
s,olging out of the same book and
beginning to look in terms ofan
approach for a coordinated game
Plan," he said.
Under Abramson's direction,
Louisville developed a downtown
With seven distinct areas. The Louisville downtown,one mile long by
three-quarters ofa mile wide, now
Includes sections designated for skyscrapers, housing, government and

hospitals.
Portland based its 1972 Downtown Plan on transportation, said
Mayor Bud Clark.
The plan called for "a vibrant,
People-oriented, 24-hour core
downtown," Clark said. Portland

began by tearing down a waterfront expressway to create a milelong waterfront park in the center
ofthe city.
Portland also converted funds
from a freeway project to a 15-mile
light rail system. Portland went
further by developing 24 blocks of
major downtown streets into a
transit mall with pedestrian
amenities.
Air-quality problems forced
Portland to limit downtown driving, control parking and increase
public transit usage in the area.
Clark, who usually rides his bike to
city hall, said that 38 percent of all
downtown work-related trips occur
on public transportation.
Portland residents showed their
support for public transit recently by
voting for a $250 million bond measure to extend rail service 15 miles in
the other direction, Clark said.
Galveston Mayor Barbara Crews
said historical preservation is responsible for her city's renaissance.
After the hurricane of 1900,
Galveston lost its status to Houston as the state's major port city.
By 1960, most businesses had left
Galveston's once lively commercial
area, the Strand.
Consciousness of Galveston's
historical identity was raised in the
late 1960s, Crews said. "Preservation efforts arose in response to the
threat ofthe demolition of a few
architecturally and historically significant buildings," she said.
Like Louisville, Galveston relied
on both private and public resources for restoration. The renovation ofthe Strand and two historic neighborhoods—the East
End and the Silk Stocking—have
made Galveston an important tourist destination.
Crews described a recent study
that revealed that Galveston's historical preservation resulted in increased construction activity, jobs,
property values and tourism.
When asked about zoning in
Houston, Portland Mayor Clark
said,"Houston is the place oflots
ofland, lots ofland. You can feel it
here—it is 'let's go, let's do this,
let's do that.' I don't know how
you stop this huge wave you've got
going. It's a tough one. I don't
know how to do it."

William Howell Leaves Rice
to Assume APA Post
William C. Howell, who was
chair of the Rice psychology department for 17 years, has been appointed executive director for
science for the American Psycho—
logical Association.
With 120,000 members,the
APA is the principal organization of
psychologists in the United States.
Howell's appointment was effective
August 1.
"He's a very talented psychologist who has just been promoted to
one ofthe most visible positions in
the discipline," said James
Pomerantz, dean of Rice's School
ofSocial Sciences.
As director for science, Howell
will work to promote APA's science
programs and seek greater support
for studies in psychology from the
federal government.
"It's a major challenge," Howell
said,"but I think it's a major opportunity to make a significant difference at a time that is very critical.
It's critical because everyone is
facing budget cuts, and there are a
lot ofinternal controversies going on within the field of
psychology."
Howell has been on leave
of absence from Rice for the
past three years while he
worked as chief scientist for
Human Resources at the Air
Force Armstrong Laboratory
in San Antonio. His research
there included engineering
psychology, human information processing and decisionmaking.
At Rice, Howell held dual
appointments as Herbert S.
Autrey Professor of Psychol- wiumm C. Howell
ogy and professor ofadministrative science atthe Jesse Jones
Graduate School of Administration.
He chaired the Rice psychology
department from 1970 to 1987.
"Bill is the person who built the
psychology department as it stands
today," Pomerantz said, explaining
that Howell hired most ofthe
present faculty in the department.
Pomerantz said Howell will
probably continue his connections
with Rice as an adjunct professor.
August / September '92
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Owls to Play Japanese
All-Star Basketball Team

Workshop Builds Awareness
of Computational Science

Rice University's men's basketball team
will travel to Japan for an NCAA tournament in December, head coach
Willis Wilson announced.
The Owls will be playing the University of Delaware, Xavier University
(Ohio) and a Japanese all-star team in the annual NCAA Ball on Dec. 1820. The game will be played in the Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium, the
basketball venue for the 1964 Olympic games.
"This is a great opportunity for our players to compete internationally
as well as to play against two collegiate teams which have proven themselves in post-season competition," said Wilson.
Rice will open play against the Japanese team Dec. 18. Schedules for
the games against Delaware and Xavier have not been determined.
The Tokyo trip will be the Owls' first regular-season international competition. Rice made an off-season tour to Brazil in May 1990. Individually,
current team member Brent Scott played on United States junior teams in
past seasons in Uruguay and Canada, and teammates Torrey Andrews and
Marvin Moore were part ofa Southwest Conference all-star team that
toured Australia in July.
Rice returns four starters among eight lettermen from last season's 2011 team. Scott, Moore and Andrews will be strong all-SWC candidates
this season.

The Mathematical and Computational Sciences Awareness workshop brought approximately 50
secondary schoolteachers to the
Rice campus June 8-12. The workshop was designed to increase
teachers' awareness of educational
trends in mathematical and computational sciences.
Coordinators Richard Tapia,
professor of math sciences, and
Theresa Chatman, coordinator of
the Center for Parallel Computation, conduct the workshop each
year to encourage teachers to inspire students to pursue careers in
science and engineering, especially
computational science.
More than 200 teachers and
counselors, including many from
high schools with high minority
enrollments, have attended the
workshop since it began three
summers ago.

Sunmier Intern Programs Focus on Science and Math
Rice hosted two programs this
summer to increase the number of
minority students in science and
mathematics.
An intensive two-week internship program ofscience and engineering drew 20 South Texas high
school students. The June 7-19
program was sponsored by Rice,
Baylor College of Medicine and
South Texas Independent School
District.
The South Texas High School
for Math,Sciences and Technology,located in Mercedes near
Harlingen, is a magnet school for
students interested in careers in
math,science and engineering.
The academy is part of the South
Texas Independent School District,
which is a special school district
that administers only magnet
schools. The district encompasses
three counties—Willacy, Cameron
and Hidalgo—and is about 85 percent Hispanic.

8 Sallyport

In the summer internship program, the students attended a variety of seminars on such topics as
molecular biology, space science
and buckyballs, the 60-atom carbon molecule discovered at Rice in
1985. They worked in Rice's science laboratories and participated
in workshops in computer writing,
communications skills and testtaking.
They also learned about career
opportunities in visits to Shell Research and the Johnson Space Center. In time away from studies,
they were taken to Astros baseball
games and Astroworld.
Michael Rocha, 17,from La
Feria, Texas,said the internship has
encouraged him to apply to Rice's
School of Engineering.
"Coming here has definitely
helped me see what to expect in
college," he said.
In the Summer High School
Student Research Apprentice Pro-

gram, 13 high school students, five
high school teachers and eight college undergraduates spent the first
part of the summer doing laboratory research at Rice.
Sponsored by The Institute of
Biosciences and Bioengineering
along with the Department of Biochemistry and Cell Biology, the
program is designed to encourage
minority students to choose science
as a profession.
"Minority students are greatly
underrepresented in the science
field, and this is a way to increase
their representation," said Fred
Rudolph, a director of the institute.
Participants did research in such
areas as molecular biology, chemistry and fieldwork in ecology.
The National Institutes of
Health and the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute funded the program, which lasted eight weeks for
the high school group and 10
weeks for the college students.

ACADEMIA

The Strongest Column

k1

Steven J. Cox, an assistant professor in Rice's department of mathematical sciences, and Mike
Overton, a computer scientist from
New York University, have solved a
200-year-old engineering mystery.
They have discovered the shape
that produces the strongest
column.
They didn't find it in the beautiful soaring columns of the
Parthenon in Athens, though.
"The Greeks were shooting for
some aesthetic value," Cox says.
"They weren't concerned with the
most efficient use of materials."
Cox and Overton used computers to follow an intricate series of
analytical and numerical paths. To
achieve maximum strength, a
clamped column should be fat at
the top and bottom and tapered at
one-quarter and three-quarters of
its length, Cox says.
"The basic idea is that you
Should put the greatest amount of
material where the rod wants to
bend," he says,"and the least
Where there's less strain."

ye
)1st

problem in 1773, but "a number
of missteps in applying calculus led
him to the mistaken conclusion
that the cylinder was the strongest
hinged column," Cox says.
Cox and Overton managed to
crack the column problem with the
help of a mathematical technique
developed in the 1970s that allowed them to analyze certain procedures that can't be done through
standard calculus.
By analyzing the buckling load
or where the column experiences
the greatest amount ofstrain, they
were able to determine the optimal
shape of a column.
"We were able to rearrange the
shape of the column into one that
was more effective," Cox says.
Their problem-solving technique
can be applied to a multitude of
situations, he says. For example, it
can be used in figuring out the
best design for piling to support an
offshore oil rig.
For his research achievement and
his excellent work at Rice, Cox was
nominated by John Dennis, chairman of the Mathematical Science
Department,for the National Science Foundation's National Young
Investigator Award.
Before coming to Rice in 1989,
Cox was an associate research scientist at the Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences in New
York, where he spent a year. He
received his B.S. and M.S. in electrical engineering from Marquette
University, Milwaukee, and was
awarded his Ph.D. in mathematics
at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York, in 1988.

CC

Steven J. Cox and Michael Overton used
Computer based mathematical analysis
to discover the shape ofthe strongest
colom„.

As obvious as it may sound, it
wasn't easy to arrive at the appropriate design. In fact, scientists
have sought the solution for 200
Years, but the lack of proper research equipment has been a stumbling block.
French mathematician Joseph
Louis Lagrange first tackled the

Model Science Lab Wins
National Science Grant
Science Partners for Houston's
model science lab, a project conceived by the Rice Center for Education, has received a $1.64 million
grant from the National Science
Foundation.
The lab is a joint project of Rice
University and the Houston Independent School District and is
housed at Lanier Middle School.
The program provides secondaryschool science teachers with classroom techniques for stimulating

student interest in scientific topics.
The model lab was designed to
show teachers how to create an
active, hands-on science class that
involves students in learning
through a discovery process. The
program also helps students relate
science to the real world.
The project is unusual in its development ofteachers as learners.
Each year, eight scholar-teachers
are chosen from 36 HISD schools
to undergo extensive training
about how children learn science.
The teachers also serve mentorships with community scientists,
who,in turn, visit the lab to give
lectures.
"To get students excited, you
have to get teachers excited," says
project director Elnora Harcombe.
"It's electrifying to see how the
teachers have responded when offered this support."
Although only eight scholarteachers are selected each year, all
the middle schools in the district
benefit from the program, Harcombe says. When the program's
scholar-teachers complete their
training, they in turn train HISD
science teachers on the faculties of
their home campuses. By passing
along the training, the program
can reach more than 300 teachers
during a three-year cycle.
Funding for the project will be
provided over a three-year period.
The grant is earmarked for teacher
and mentor stipends to continue a
pilot program established with a
Brown Foundation grant three
years ago.
The NSF grant will enable the
lab to develop its program into a
national model for retraining science teachers, says Linda McNeil,
associate professor of education
and co-director of the Rice Center
for Education. McNeil and co-director Ron Sass, professor ofecology and evolutionary biology, conceived the project.
An initial study of the project has
shown encouraging results, according to Harcombe. Seventy-six percent of middle-school students
taught in the program said they
liked science. By contrast, only 11
percent of students in regular science classes at Lanier said they
liked the subject.
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Simple
Genius
Architect E. Fay Jones
finds his niche in nature
By David D. Medina

Photo by Timothy Hursley

10 Sallyport

author Robert Ivy Jr.
the world of archiWith 37 years of teachtecture proceeded
ing architecture, Jones
through a series of trends
has been well acquainted
in the last40 years—modwith the latest design
ernism, postmodernism,
styles but has chosen to
and most recently deconavoid the "isms." "I
structivism—E. Fay Jones
know how to dance
quietly followed the path
those dances. I just deof his own convictions.
to sit it out," he
cided
Early in his career, the
says in a soft, Southern
1951 Rice graduate movaccent.
ed to his hometown,
He turned down an ofto
Arkansas,
Fayetteville,
to work in New York
fer
design buildings accordfor Edward Durell
City
ing to the principles ofhis
who designed the
Stone,
mentor, Frank Lloyd
Museum of
York
New
Wright.
among
Art,
Modern
That move, ostensibly
other famous buildings.
outofthe mainstream,was
Jones was more fasciJones
thrust
to
eventually
by the rhythm and
nated
into the international spotorganic architecof
style
light. In 1990,the Amerithat
movement
a
ture,
can Institute ofArchitects
Interior of Thorncrown Chapel, named the best building constructed
the
in
vogue
of
out
fell
in the United States in the 1980s. Photo by R. Greg Hursley.
awarded Jones its highest
esthat
one
and
'60s,
honor, the Gold Medal.
poused a harmonious reThe gold medal is awarded
lationship between buildonly when the MA board
"I know how to dance those dances. I
and nature, honest
ing
a
members deem there's
of materials and the
use
worthy candidate. The
just decided to sit [them] out," Jones
of each small
relationship
AIA has declined to give
accent.
Southern
soft,
a
in
says
whole.
the
to
part
the coveted prize 34 times
His mission, he exwithin the last 85 years,
plains, was to reinterpret
limiting their choices to
precepts, add to
those
reinternationally
such
Never did he
work.
of
body
own
his
create
and
them,
Rohe
der
van
Mies
Gropius,
Walter
spected architects as
"I've
profession.
his
of
edge
cutting
the
on
be
to
aspire
and Frank Lloyd Wright.
funbasic
very
some
on
work
to
content
very
been
just
In a 1991 national survey conducted by the MA,
says.
he
principles,"
damental architecture
Jones was chosen by his peers as one of the country's
He never vacillated in his quest. After four decades at
"10 most influential living architects." The list inthe drawing board, his perseverance has paid off. His
cluded I.M. Pei, Robert Venturi, Charles Moore,
work is stirring a sensation in the world of architecture
Michael Graves and Philip Johnson.
he never imagined. With the high style and excess
that
Thorncrown
Jones'
That same survey also selected
'80s coming to an end, his simple yet startling
the
of
conChapel in rural Arkansas as the best building
designs are being trumpeted as some of the finest in
structed in the United States during the 1980s.
the country.
Finally, when the MA Press decided to publish its
Ivy, a Mississippi architect and critic, says there's
first book on a Gold Medalist, Jones became the favora renewed interest in a style that is individualistic,
ite candidate. "He's one of America's treasures," says
small-scaled and sensitive to its surroundings. Examples
John Hoke, publisher for the MA. Fay Jones, which
of this new direction can be seen in the work of Joseph
was released this past June, examines his life and works
Esherick of Northern California, who designed the
by
analyses
through 200 photographs and insightful

A
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highly praised Monterey
the side of a hill, reachAquarium; in Antoine
ing upward past the tops
Predock with his Southof the deciduous trees.
western mystical tradition;
The chapel rises from a
and in W.G. Clark, who
stone foundation onto
designed South Carolina's
gray wood columns that
Middleton Inn.
support a barn-like,
But Jones, who has degabled roof. Light shinsigned more than 200
ing through the transhouses, several pavilions
parent glass walls and
and chapels—including
the skylight along the
the Marty V. Leonard
ridge of the roof makes
Chapel in Fort Worth—
the chapel appear deliand a few small commercate and ephemeral.
cial buildings, is perhaps
Inside the single-room
the most profound practistructure, an intricate
tioner ofthis type ofarchipattern of wooden
tecture, Ivy says.
braces hangs from the
Stephen Fox, architecceiling, forming a lattice
tural historian and lecturer
ofsmall diamond-shaped
at Rice University, says
figures. The interior's rethat Jones' work is parpetitive design appears
ticularly appealing now
to move in a crescendo.
The Mildred B. Cooper Memorial Chapel, set on a hill above the
that the different "isms"
A Time magazine art
community ofBella Vista, Arkansas, demonstrates the Gothic theme
ofarchitecture seem to be
critic once called the
that Jones explores. Photo by Timothy Hursley.
waning.
chapel "as provocative as
"His consistent adhera Bach fugue."
ence to a particular archi"I've just been very content to
Thorncrown is small,
tectural trend that haslong
measuring only 24 feet
work on some very basic, fundamensince been out of fashion
wide by 60 feet long and
ironically make his work
48 feet tall. Jones said he
tal architecture principles."
now seem very refreshing,"
wanted to make the
he says.
building as simple as one
Ivy spent considerable
can get, because he felt
time over a four-year period interviewing Jones and
that if there is a higher order in the universe, the chapel
visiting his works in Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas and
should be "a clear manifestation" of that.
Mississippi. He came back astonished at what he had
Jones also believes that if a building aligns itself with
found.
the attributes of nature, the building might allow
"Certain of his buildings, like Thorncrown Chapel
people to align themselves with the natural forces of
and Pinecote Pavilion, are among this century's greatlife.
est work of architecture," he says. "They are very
Most of the materials in Thorncrown are indigenous
humble buildings and extremely simple in use of mateto the area. Flagstones cover the floor and a small porrial. They are small, but in a very small space like potion of the walls. The wood, Arkansas pine, was stained
etry, Jones is distilling a lifetime's philosophy."
gray to blend in with the bark of the surrounding trees.
In order not to disturb the natural setting, only materiomcrown Chapel is located near the picturesque
als that two men could carry were used.
village of Eureka Springs amid the Ozark MounAs did Wright with his projects, Jones designed every
tains on U.S. Highway 62. As you meander along a
square inch of the building,from the blue cloth pews to
flagstone pathway 100 yards into the dense woods,
the light fixtures, the door handles, and even the alms
this miniature Gothic cathedral slowly emerges from
basin. Every detail of the smaller items complements the
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1
ike his buildings,
larger design. For exis quiet and
Jones
ample, the front door
He stands 5
self-effacing.
handles imitate the diaand still says
inches
8
feet
mond-shaped motif of
sincerity
the
with
"gosh"
the crossbeams.
boy.
astonished
an
of
"There's an overall
architect
71-year-old
The
unity that comes about
could easily be a monk in
having seen the little
his own chapels. He is
things in the big things,
humble, bald and sports
and the big things in the
trimmed beard with a
a
little things," says Jones.
mustache.
He also reversed the
"He never went lookrules in creating this
for fame, but it found
ing
Gothic building. Instead
him," says architecture
of stone, darkness and
professor Anderson Todd,
compression—the reguwho directed Jones' work
lar features of a Gothic
Rice.
at
cathedral—he used wood,
E. Fay Jones was born
light and tension to proBluff, Arkansas,
Pine
in
duce a feeling ofdelicacy
given his father's
was
and
and openness.
name, Euine, an archaic
The idea to build
Welsh name that translates
Thorncrown came to Jim
Inside Cooper Chapel, .1.5 steel arches lyrically curve and interweave to
John.
to
Reed,owner ofa piece of
form what Jones calls a musical offering to nature. Photo by Timothy
Soon after he was
Hursley.
land where wayfarers alhis family moved
born,
ways stopped to view the
in the
Dorado,
El
to
mountain scenery. He
the state.
of
part
southern
"I wanted to be an architect because
commissioned Jones to
a small
opened
father
His
create something that
the
building,
and
drawing
combined
it
Jones
restaurant, and
would enhance the spirihours waiting on
spent
tuality ofthe place so that
two things I liked to do most."
and busting
customers
people could sit and
he grew
sense,
a
In
suds.
meditate.
since
child,
only
an
up
In 1979, when the
age.
young
a
his two sisters died at
$150,000 chapel was being constructed, Jones
He was attracted to design as a teenager. During his
became worried. "Gosh,I thought, this is turning
spare time Jones enjoyed drawing and making posters
out to be a pretty nice little building and no one is
school events. He also enjoyed collecting scrap mafor
shock
the
been
has
"It
says.
he
ever going to see it,"
to build tree houses.
terials
of my life."
of his successive tree houses grew more elaboEach
The "nice little building" has turned into a
last one had a cantilevered balcony, a
The
rate.
shrinelike tourist attraction. Each year, more than
screened porch with rolled-up blinds, and a brick fire250,000 camera-toting visitors come from around the
place.
world to gasp, pray, cry and get married. Architects
Drawing and building things were always two sepaIndia
come
to
and
Canada
Japan,
as
from as far away
activities for him. Then one day as a high school
rate
take note.
he saw a short film on Frank Lloyd Wright's
senior
was
Jones
tourists,
To accommodate the swarm of
Johnson's Wax headquarters in Racine, Wisnew
then
same
the
commissioned to build a second sanctuary on
consin.
grounds. The Worship Center is similar to
The film showed a futuristic building with Pyrex tubThorncrown Chapel, though the center is twice as
ing, round brick forms, and light coming through the
Wide and has wood siding instead of glass walls.
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skylight. "It looked like
side entrance, he inadsomething I had seen in
vertently bumped into
Flash Gordon and Buck
the master.
Rogers," he says.
"I just plastered myself
He realized then that
against the wall to give
art and construction could
him plenty of room," says
come together. "I walked
Jones. "I guess he saw
out of that theater knowmy fright because he
ing that I wanted to
walked up to me and said
be an architect because it
'My name is Frank Lloyd
combined the two things
Wright."
I liked to do most,"
Wright took Jones by
he says.
the arm and led him
He walked out deterthrough a tour of the
mined to learn as much as
new hotel, which was
he could about Frank
crowded with celebrities.
Lloyd Wright. He secretly
For the next 30 minutes,
wished that someday he
Wright gave a scathing
would get to meet him.
critique of the building as
That wish would soon
the movie stars, following
come true.
closely behind, snickered.
After high school,Jones
"He pointed to some
enrolled in the University
circular
cut-out in the
The Edmonson residence in Forest City, Arkansas, is considered one of
of Arkansas School of
Jones'most thorough works. He designed everythingfrom the walkways
ceiling and said:'This is
to dishware and a baby crib. Photo by R. Greg Hursley.
Engineering because it
the effect of venereal diswas the only affordable
ease on architecture."
school that offered someYears later, Wright
"There's an overall unity that
thing close to architecture.
and Jones were to meet
He spent two and a half
comes about having seen the little
again, but not before
years studying civil engiJones embarked on his
things in the big things and the big
neering before World War
graduate work. He
II broke out.
went to Rice at the enthings in the little things."
He spent four years in
couragement of one of
the Navy and logged a 15his professors who had
month combat tour, flying dive bombers in the South
gotten his master's there.
Pacific. While in the Navy, he married Mary Elizabeth
With two daughters and a wife to support, Jones
(Gus) Knox,and they had a child. The war over, he
managed to survive his one year at Rice with the help
went back to school with the help of the G.I. bill.
of a fellowship and a graduate teaching assistantship.
By then the University of Arkansas had opened a deHe began in the fall of 1950. His thesis director was
partment of architecture. He was to earn a series of
originally William Ward Watkin, who supervised the
firsts at Arkansas: He was among the first students to
construction of Lovett Hall and several other Rice
enroll in the program, was in the first graduating class,
buildings for architects Cram, Goodhue and Ferguson.
and much later, when the program was expanded into a
Watkin had created the architecture department(now
school, he became its first dean.
a school) and was for many years a close associate
A year before he graduated, he and some friends orof Edgar Odell Lovett, the first president of Rice
ganized a field trip to Houston to see the new ShamUniversity.
rock Hotel and maybe catch a glimpse of his hero
But when Watkin fell ill shortly after Jones arrived,
Frank Lloyd Wright, who was in town to receive the
Anderson Todd was assigned to Jones. His thesis was
1949 Gold Medal from the MA.
an ambitious project to develop an outdoor theater and
Jones managed to sneak into the grand opening of
art museum in Houston's Hermann Park.
the Shamrock, and as he was coming out through a
Todd was only in his second year at Rice when he took
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This renewed acquainJones as his first graduate
with his hero retance
student. For both, the exsulted in Jones' serving a
perience of working tofour-month apprenticegether was very rewarding.
ship at Taliesin, Wright's
do
to
me
inspired
"He
communal-style studio in
my best as a teacher," says
Spring Green, Wisconsin.
Todd. Jones openly acBetween 1953 and 1962,
cepted criticism and advice,
spent each Easter
Jones
but he demanded thatTodd
holiday at Taliesin West,
be very explicit in his reWright's winter studio in
views. "I soon realized I
Scottsdale, Arizona.
had to be very careful with
"Each time I went there,
him," Todd says.
fired me up. I came
it
Jones drew beautifully,
much more chalaway
Todd remembers,in strong,
and determined to
lenged
clear lines, and never hesiin my own
better
do
tated to redo a plan if it
work," says Jones.
meant improving it. "He
In 1953, Jones went to
optimisextremely
was an
at the University of
teach
tic and enthusiastic student,
where he evenArkansas,
totally without guile,"
dean of the
became
tually
Todd says.
He
architecture.
of
school
To see one of his best
Jones likes to regulate interior spacesfor visualond psychological
like brick, wood and
materials
natural
of
made
are
devote
to
houses
His
1987
in
effects.
retired
students and first graduate
glass. Photo by R. Greg Hursley.
full time to his growing
student garner so much
private practice.
attention has been a movAt one time during the
Todd,
for
ing experience
Jones believes a building that aligns
his staff had grown
'60s,
especially since he retired
nature
of
attributes
the
with
itself
but he cut back be12,
to
this past July.
wasn't having
he
cause
Two other professors
to align themselves with
people
allows
to keep the
wants
He
fun.
had a lasting impact on
work load small enough
Jones: Radoslav Tsanoff,
the natural forces of life.
to assure that he can work
who founded the philosothe details, he says. His
on
James
phy department,and
student, Maurice
former
his
partner,
one
of
consists
firm
Chillman Jr., associate professor of architecture,
assistants.
young
five
and
Jennings,
who taught history of art and architecture.
Fame has caused Jones to turn down about 75 perThe much-beloved Tsanoff introduced Jones to
cent of the offers that come in. His commissions, once
the world of moral ideas, particularly to the God-islimited to the Arkansas area, have expanded over the last
nature philosophy of Benedict de Spinoza. Jones at15 years to 14 states. Currently, he is building a chapel
tributes his idea of organic architecture partly to this
Orange County, California, and is designing a house
in
past
look
learned
the
to
he
to
Chillman,
course. From
Arbor, Michigan,for Domino's Pizza founder
Ann
in
cathedrals.
for architectural models,such as Gothic
Tigers owner Thomas Monaghan.
Detroit
and
After graduating from Rice in 1951, he worked
As he works in his small office that he designed, Jones,
briefly for two Rice alumni —Seth Irwin (SI) Morris
at 71, has no plans to retire anytime soon. He plans to
'35, and Talbott Wilson,'34, who were partners in the
continue reinterpreting the principles of Frank Lloyd
now defunct Houston architecture firm Wilson, Morris,
Wright, ofseeking a peaceful and poetic resolution beand Crain.
tween human beings and nature, and of providing forms
the
at
architecture
taught
For the next two years, he
express the mysteries of a spiritual world.
that
Bruce
with
University of Oklahoma, where he worked
haven't found anything more valid than that to
"I
Goff, a Wright disciple. Goff helped advance Jones' cacome along," he says.
reer by bringing him and Wright together socially.
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teristics. Some altruism in nature
ice biologists Joan Strassmann
obviously suited to perseems
and David Queller have picthe species: the care of
petuating
tures of wasps on their Tparents, for instance.
by
offspring
shirts and on their walls.They
social insects,
some
among
But
have drawersful ofspecimens
tgivo-PaseaPcliem/
fertile females give up reproducstuck on pins. With their students
tion and continue to care for the
and friends,they have built a thouyoung of others.
sand wooden houses for wasps to
8&16'"ieduA •
"Darwinian theory says that
attractcoloniesfor study.They have
would be hard to evolve,"
that
gotten dirty and sweaty in Venezuwasimjetot c,lue& toDavid Queller,
says
elan rain forests doing their fieldtraits which lead to the
"because
work, and of course, they have
most descendants are most comiton
tAe
been stung.
mon. So how can you get the
The husband-and-wife team has
of traits which leave
evolution
developed an intimate knowledge
traits',
ahruivdc
which is what
descendants,
fewer
of the lives of wasps, from tiny,
are?"
traits
altruistic
ground-dwelling,tropical varieties
To explain this piece of the
to the local species that Texans
puzzle, Strassman
evolutionary
often call yellow jackets. But deand Queller turned toHamilscription is not their sole purpose.
ton's rule. This theory, supAs evolutionary biologists, they
model, proposes that indimathematical
a
by
ported
troubled
that
are interested in answering a question
more copies of their genes
transmit
often
can
viduals
Charles Darwin when he elaborated the theory of
offspring but by helpown
their
producing
by
not
.evolution in The Origin ofthe Species in 1859. Social
relatives.
close
of
young
the
rear
to
ing
insects, Darwin wrote, posed a difficulty for his
was first proselection,
kin
The theory, called
theory because they demonstrated altruistic charac-
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tiple queens, often numbering in the hundreds.
posed in 1964 by William D. Hamilton, and it has
Workers and queens share a similar status within the
changed the way biologists regard evolution. Before
With so many queens laying eggs, it would
colonies.
Queller
University,
Oxford
to
on
went
Hamilton
members of the colony would not be as
that
seem
of
did graduate work with him at the University
closely related to each other. Despite such apparent
Michigan and set out to find the means to test his
distant family connections, altruistic behavior
ideas. Queller, who considers himself more of a
seemed to make the colonies thrive.
theorist, and Joan Strassman, who says her strength
Hamilton considered such multiple-queen colois in fieldwork, teamed up at Rice in 1985.
nies to be the greatest challenge to his theory. He
Using techniques of genetic analysis, they tested
believed that with many queens, family ties in the
Hamilton's theory and bit by bit are refining it.
colony could become vanishingly
of
kinship
the
Their work on
making them a critical
low,
wasps (with former postdoc
group for understanding social
Colin Hughes)won them cover
evolution.
stories in the widely read magaQueller and Strassmann
zines Nature and Science.
showed that kinship was reasonIn the earlier study,published
ably high in colonies of these
in the November 1989 Nature,
tyttearn-deoeloAect
wasps, too, although not quite as
14
of
the
of
analysis
their
species
high as in the single-queen
cornAutepfroszwin
primitive Polistes wasps collected
wasps they had studied earlier.
from Texas, the Yucatan, VenThey later discovered why kinezuela and Italy showed that
desiswedto calculate
ship is not as low as expected.
colony members were closely
Although most of these colonies
related to one another. Although
jrenetiefrazinujs/
begin with multiple queens, the
the study confirmed Hamilton's
are continuously dying
queens
one
disproved
ppotebt
it
theory,
throgyA
general
usually don't produce
they
and
of his ideas.
new queens until only one is left.
Their study showed that in
anabsis.km oeen
This ensures close family ties
social wasps that have a single
among queens and therefore
queen, members of the colony
ackpted& lahoratofairly high kinship among their
are fairly closely related. This
progeny.
generally supports Hamilton's
Pier,arounddie wara
To collect the adult wasps,
kin selection theory. However,
make their homes in packwhich
since colony members were not
paper and leaves, the sciof
ages
extraordinarily related,one idea
entists use a net or hold a plastic
of Hamilton's seems in doubt.
bag over the nest entrance and prod it to provoke
Hamilton thought that the peculiar genetic sysflight. When they've collected hundreds of wasps,
tem of ants, bees and wasps, called "haplodiploidy,"
they put them in several vials and freeze them alive
would lead to extraordinarily close family ties.
a container ofliquid nitrogen to fly them back to
in
chroone
have
males
the
that
means
Haplodiploidy
Rice lab.
the
a
rearing
mosome to the females' two,so that by
They put the live wasps through a process called
sister's offspring instead of her own, a female worker
"starch gel electrophoresis," which separates out
could, in effect, transmit more copies of her own
proteins coded by different forms of the same gene.
genes. Hamilton believed this phenomenon could,
The data can be used to estimate how closely related
therefore, explain the evolution of social insects in
the wasps are to each other, using a method develthese groups.
by Queller and programmed into a computer
oped
says.
Queller
so,"
not
"Apparently
student Keith Goodnight. The
graduate
by
later
The November 1988 Science describes their
Macintosh program has been adopted by a number
research on three species ofswarm-founding wasps
of other labs around the world.
in Hato Masaguaral, in the Venezuelan Llanos, an
Queller and Strassmann have been collaborating
area of open, grassy plains. Among swarm-founding
for seven years. Queller joined Rice in 1984 as the
wasps swarms offemales, rather than one queen,
Huxley Instructor of Biology and joined Strassmann
founded the colony. Such wasp colonies have mul18 Sallyport
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kFinding strength in diversity, Strassmann observes, "Each of us has talents the other covets." Her abilities as a field biologist
complement Queller's abilities as a theorist to form a strong team approach to fieldwork and interpretation.

2c1

in the wasp project the next year. A member of the
Rice faculty since 1980, Strassmann had worked
With wasps since 1976 when she was a graduate
student at the University of Texas in Austin.
Sixteen years of devotion to the research notwithstanding, perhaps the strongest proofofStrassmann's dedication is that she has always been afraid
of wasps. She gets stung several times a year. Even
When she occasionally wears "bee clothes," made of
heavy net material, it's not always possible to avoid
the tiny, one-centimeter Polybia occidentalis wasps
that go right through the netting and sting fiercely.
When a swarm of angry wasps attacks, "I run
away screaming," Strassmann says. But she always
Comes back for more.
Strassmann got involved in wasp research on a

dare from a fellow biology graduate student at the
University of Texas-Austin. Although she was interested in doing research relating to the kin-selection
theory, Strassmann hadn't yet decided which animal
she wanted to study. The project involved catching
individual wasps from several colonies that had developed in a shed in a field station. They colorcoded each wasp with a dot of paint. Then they observed the wasps to study such factors as migration
patterns and the age of the queens and workers.
Queller started out studying plants because "you
always know they'll be there when you come back."
From working on kin selection in plants, he moved
to wasps, since they seemed to pose the most challenge to Hamilton's Rule.
They make a good team. "Each of us has talents
August / September '92 19

the other covets," explains Strassmann, who deStrassmann especially enjoys working one-on-one
scribes herself as a field biologist. Queller's strength
with students in the lab.
is in theory.
"The lecture is an effective method for doling out
Strassmann, 39, grew interested in science and
information," she says,"but I believe it's
natural history during hikes in the woods near her
more important to motivate students to want
family's backyard in Michigan.
information."
"The question is not why I got interested in sciFieldwork has its obvious attractions, but a little
ence but why kids turn off to it," she says. "A lot of
fieldwork translates into a lot oflaboratory work for
people misunderstand science. It's really fun, not
the couple. Strassman and Queller are now perfectcut and dried."
ing a new method of determining the kinship of
She abandoned it for a while, though, because
wasps that has evolved out of the technology to disthe science teaching at her high school was so poor.
tinguish human DNA. The technique involves what
As an undergraduate at the Uniare called "microsatellite" genes,
versity ofMichigan,she did some
which include copies of certain
creative writing and won that
nucleotides or building blocks of
university's prestigious Hopwood
DNA. They have the techniques
award for three short stories she
working but have not yet pubwrote. The pull of science was
lished the work.
stronger, but she takes notes on
"What makes the method
yfirettwil
(9/ oft
her research trips for a future
exciting," Queller says, "is that
travel book. Her early interest in
microsatellite genes are plentiful
teelmicalb clemandwriting has helped in the scienand tend to be highly variable."
tific research, Strassmann says.
Using their previous tech/the PeNearch,
"Our work may seem hopenology Strassman and Queller
lessly specialized," she says,"but
could measure kinship only by
Jipttraina/t cum/
our intention is to not get lost in
averaging many colonies.
the minutiae but to attack the
Microsatellites should allow
-2ttelle/4 /pork ha&
general questions that come out
them to answer more precise
of our research. To do that, it's
questions about the relatedness
importantto communicate clearly
ofindividual wasps. For exin writing."
ample, do wasps prefer to help
to orahesome
Queller,38,followed his older
the most closely related inbrother's lead in studying insects
dividuals among their colonyIny)optantnch
and birds.He earned undergradumates? They hope the new
ate and master's degreesfrom the
technology will enable them to
University ofIllinois and a Ph.D.
identify the offspring of indifrom the University ofMichigan.
vidual queens to determine how
Strassmann, associate professor ofecology and
successful they are at reproducing.
evolutionary biology, teaches animal behavior, and
Because microsatellites were only recently discovQueller, assistant professor of ecology and evoluered and because the techniques are technologically
tionary biology, teaches evolution. They also serve
demanding,few groups are using them in evolutionas associates at Wiess College.
ary studies.
In a small room in their lab in the biology build
"That's why," Queller says,"we think we may
ing, they keep beetles and ant colonies in neat rows
be poised to make some important findings."
of plastic shoeboxes for undergradute study.
One result of the genetic analysis is that they have
Strassmann rummages around in one of the
also recently discovered that queens sometimes mate
shoeboxes and picks up a big black beetle with a
with more than one male, contrary to what was presmall horn on its head, chosen because it cares for
viously hypothesized.
its young. She rolls over a piece of rotten wood to
"We love it when what we do opens up new
reveal the "baby," a helpless white, two-inch-long
questions," Strassmann says. "Success is a dead
grub with many feet.
end."
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leiceliellectan ice liochett
team in the 1930i.
coale 2avid Wegheimer
teg aft'.

Wedheimer
on Hutchins off McGowan and
The Houston Post reported that
4d(1142 lettgOlai
wanted to do some of it on
Rice beat the University of Housschool time.
ton "in a savage game that saw no less
In those days all male freshmen had to
than four players injured on the two teams."
take Physical Training 100,a course "designed to
Has the rivalry for bragging rights to the football
teach the student skill in various forms of athletic
championship of our town really escalated to such a
and recreative games and contests." Over the school
point? Not really. This is ice hockey we're talking
year, we worked at various sports in six-week doses.
about, not football, and Rice was Rice Institute and
Our coach was Gilbert Hermance, MA,"Mr.
the game was played in 1933. Or maybe 1934. The
Hermance," instructor in Physical Education.(After
clipping from center-coach-manager Bill Eckhardt's
graduating from Rice in 1937, I never saw Mr.
mother's scrapbook isn't dated. Whatever, it was
Hermance again until 1946. I was standing on the
Rice's first-ever team, organized by three freshmen
steps outside International House in New York chatwho liked to ice skate at the Polar Wave Ice Palace
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ting with a fellow Columbia University summer
school student when he walked past, stopped, did a
double take and said,"David Westheimer! I thought
you were dead!" Seems in 1942 he'd heard I was
missing in action but not the follow-up, that I was
alive and a prisoner of war.)
The three of us, Eckhardt, Malcolm McCants and
I, went to Mr. Hermance with the suggestion that
one ofthe six-week courses be ice hockey. We were
confident we could get practice time at the Polar
Wave Ice Palace between public skating sessions:
Eckhardt's father owned the place. And as far as getting the school administration's approval, it didn't
hurt that McCants'father, J.T. McCants, was Rice
Institute bursar. McCants did not mention the relationship to Mr. Hermance,and although Mr.
Hermance certainly knew he was dealing with a faculty brat, he considered the request on its merits and
followed through for us.
There is no record of how many signed up for ice
hockey, but based on Thresher files and Eckhardt's
mother's scrapbook, the team we put on the ice for
competition with other teams before the year(1933)
was up included Eckhardt at center; McCants, David
Howard and F.B. King Sullivan alternating at defense;
Bill Lorimer, Jack Horton, Calvin Wolfle and Mayo
Albert alternating at wing,and me as goaltender. I
did not ask for the job. I'd joined Eckhardt and
McCants in petitioning Mr. Hermance because I
thought playing ice hockey would improve my skating.(How did a Houston-born and -reared kid get
into ice skating? As a child, about 1927,I lived a few
blocks from the newly opened Polar Wave Ice Palace.
I'd go there to listen to the live band on the balcony
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and to watch the
skaters—all in*4
credibly sophisticated folks, the
men in suits and
ties. It was not until the early '30s,
after we had
moved,that I finally
fulfilled my childhood
-dream and became a skater myself)
The only skating a goalie got to do was from the
gate to the net and back except on those rare occasions when he came out to challenge an opponent
who'd broken through the defenses. None ofthe others was willing to play goaltender, and since I was the
shortest man on the team (today McCants says,"That
was before you grew up,") as well as one ofthose instrumental in getting ice hockey admitted to the P.T.
program,I was stuck with the job. My only comfort
over the years has been that it served them right because any one ofthem would probably have been better at goaltending than I was.
Eckhardt disputes that to this day, maintaining,
"David Westheimer is the best damn goaltender Rice
ever had. And you can quote me on that. And David
Westheimer was the only goaltender that Rice ever
had. And you can quote me on that."
He's wrong on both points. Charles "Chody" Plitt,
who played on the 1941 team, was the best

Pic. on ice: City champion, or not, the Campanile

ars,

it

crypticalt; identifie, the 1941 hochey team ly lad name
only — to right, iach row, Joey, girard Smith,
I.4.Yee;fiont row, ...Kiorlaag,Plitt and c,eyon,.
grace/a/Aare fiom the 1939 team, 6eInv, elude,
identification altogether.
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goaltender Rice ever had. And there were
two other goalies between us—Bob Barrett
In 1937 and John Bolles in 1939. It's 60-40
that they were as good as I was and 50-50
that they were better.
Eckhardt was the logical choice for captain, and not because his daddy owned the
rink. He'd been one ofthe best high school pla)iers in
the city, starring with the San Jacinto High School
team. We had three other solid players as well. David
Howard,from New York, and Bill Lorimer,
from Ohio, who had sort ofgrown up playing
hockey, and King Sullivan, who'd played
for St. Thomas,San Jacinto's perennial
rival for the city championship.(This has
nothing to do with ice hockey, but
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the /act that hochey wai an oddity
Wings—and
today's Univerin a city Jo far from ice, there were radiiIL
there was little
sity ofSt. Thonews ofice
mas occupies the
o/the iport in thoie ("ay.
hockey in the
home where
three Houston
Eckhardt's mother,
newspapers, the Post,
Ura Link Eckhardt, the
the Chronicle and thePress. We
lady who didn't date the clipall scoured the sports pages for hockey
pings in his scrapbook, lived in her debunews,seldom finding any except during Stanley Cup
tante days. The house was later sold to T.P. Lee and
playoffs, and precious little even then, and whenever
became widely known as the Lee Mansion, but is
there were a few seconds of hockey activity on newsactually the Link mansion.) I'd never played hockey
reels the word spread quickly and everyone would
before and McCants couldn't even skate. He learned
go to the Metropolitan, Loew's or Majestic to see it,
on the job from Howard, who taught him how to
no matter what the movie.
crunch an opponent between them when the rival
The first Rice game on record was with the Sam
player tried to bring the puck up the middle.
Houston High School Tigers on Saturday, January
We were all freshmen except Lorimer. He was a
27, 1934. The listed starters were Eckhardt, center;
ringer, a sophomore who'd already taken P.T. 100
right defense; Howard,left defense
Sullivan,
hockey.
play
to
but wanted
was a spare, or substitute); Sabom was
(McCants
had
also
We
manager.
and
coach
our
was
Eckhardt
Horton, left wing, and Westheimer,
wing;
right
Emmett
Robert
Father
from
coaching
occasional
In later years, when we played other
goaltender.
it
did
He
team.
Thomas
Lowrey, coach of the St.
we played five-man hockey, with
schools,
high
than
play
me
let
sometimes
and
out of Christian charity
and,for faceoffs, center. We
wing
left
at
Eckhardt
me
gave
and
practices
one of the nets at St. Thomas
Training hockey team.
Physical
Rice
the
called
were
feint
lazily,
me
on
in
loaf
pointers. Sometimes he'd
from members of
available
and
cents
30
were
Tickets
tria
me to one side of the net or another, and with
does not
History
rink.
the
at
as
well
as
team
the
shoulfling flick of his wrist send the puck over my
outcome.
the
record
der into the top corner.
The next reference to the team was in a November
McCants recalls that the first year we got our three
1934 Thresher, announcing that the Rice Institute
hours a week of P.T. 100 between the afternoon and
hockey team was planning to play against local
evening public skating sessions. Sometimes he'd haul
teams,"led by Bill Eckhardt, flashy center and one
as many of us to practice as he could cram into his
of the outstanding stars in local hockey circles."
Model A Ford, and on occasion we'd take a streetcar
The team needed reserve strength, especially "a
to McGowan and walk the half dozen or so blocks
steady left wing. Anyone interested should get in
to the rink. Mr. Hermance provided us with old
touch with David Westheimer or Malcolm
Rice football jersies, and the rink loaned us pants
McCants." Among those joining the original squad
and pads. We furnished our own sticks and skates.
were Hugh Burkhart and W.H. Lynne. Practices
We bought them at Spaulding Sporting Goods,
were at 12:30 p.m. Fridays and 7 p.m. Saturdays.
which did a thriving business in such items, its semiA December 1934 Thresher reported that Rice detropical venue notwithstanding.
feated the All-Stars, comprised offormer Houston
Despite the fact that ice hockey was an oddity in a
high school stars, by a score of 2-1, Eckhardt starcity so far removed from natural ice, or perhaps bering as usual. The late Gerald Studdert was the Allcause of that, there were rabid fans of the sport in
Stars center and Billy Moody was the goaltender,
those days, the Rice players more rabid than most.
even in defeat outshining Rice's goalie
There were only six major league professional teams
(Westheimer)."A crowd of fans turned out to watch
then—the Toronto Maple Leafs, the Montreal
the hockey tilt and the game was well worth the
Canadiens, the New York Rangers, the Chicago
time and money. A small charge of30 cents was made
Blackhawks, the Boston Bruins and the Detroit Red
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Rice cleleated the University oil—11oudon
by John Bolles.
for the game,
The final Cam/or the /94/ City _Amateur _liochey
and this price
panile team
also included
photo in 1941,
cteayue Championship.
skating afterpresumably the last
ward." There was
year Rice fielded (iced?)
only a sprinkling of
a hockey team,shows Ivey,
Rice students at our games.
Girard and McKee still with the squad and
Most of the hockey fans were what we
the other players listed only by their last names:
called "rink rats," teenagers who hung out at the
Smith, Kjorlaug, Plitt and Lyons. The accompanying
Ice Palace.
text said the team enjoyed its best year since 1936,
The next available reference to the team is in the
for which year no records are available, winning the
December 3, 1937, Thresher, Rice versus the Lone
City Amateur Hockey League championship. The
Star Creamery team in the City Amateur Hockey
University of Houston was the pre-season favorite,
League. Rice students were admitted free on prehaving on its roster three Canadian players, but in a
sentation of their blanket tax (the student identity
card) and for 25 cents could skate afterwards, free
two-game series(Houston 3-Rice 2 and Rice 7Houston 5), Rice took the championship by virtue
rental skates included. By this time, only McCants
ofthe combined scores.
remained from the original Rice Physical Training
The three of us who lobbied Mr. Hermance for six
hockey team. He'd stayed on at Rice to get his B.S.
in chemical engineering, and since hockey was an
weeks of hockey are all grandfathers now. Eckhardt
and McCants still live in Houston. McCants married
"activity" and not an official team sport, the threeyear eligibility of those days did not apply. Among
Flora Jackson, Class of 1941, while she was still an
undergraduate, and I married Doris Rothstein Kahn,
those on the 1937 team were Ross McKee, Class of
Class of 1942,in 1945. Eckhardt didn't marry a Rice
'39, a Canadian who was an instant star when he
alumna but in 1941 had the good taste to marry anjoined the team his freshman year; Lee Blocker,
other Houstonian, Elra Hodges. After graduating
Class of'39, a Houston high school star who was
also brilliant his freshman year; and Louis "Louie"
from Rice, he got a law degree at the University of
Texas, for a while was an assistant U.S. attorney,
Girard, Class of '41,"The Duke of West Point."
He got the nickname because he was handsome and
served in the Navy in World War II, was in private
a flashy player, reminiscent of actor Louis Hayward,
practice for many years and is now semi-retired. The
Eckharts have one son and one grandchild.
in
the
popular
movie
of
who played the title role
that name. These days very few people call him
McCants also went on to additional degrees,including
a master's in chemical engineering from MIT. He's
mostly
Dr.
Girard.
He's
the
internationLouie. It's
currently
had
a long and distinguished career as an engineer,
ally known ophthalmologist and is also
plant
manager or plant builder in many parts ofthe
known for some rather controversial ideas about
Others
on
the
team
world. He's been in business for himselffor many years
were Jack
treating sex offenders.
Monroe
Ivey,
as a consultant and forensic engineer. He says a forenFrank Gooch
Geldert, Fred Maudlin,
and Bob Barrett, Barrett making his first start in the
sic engineer deals with fires and explosions. He hasn't
net. Rice lost 6-5 in overtime.
retired yet, though he's thinking about doing it in five
A week later Rice defeated the Spalding Blue
years, when he's 80. Maybe. The McCantses have two
children and three grandchildren.
Streaks 5-4. Barrett took a heavy fall in the first period and dislocated his shoulder. A spectator, I was
My wife and I have two children and five grandchildren, none of whom are ice skaters. A 13-yearPulled reluctantly from the stands to take his place
for the rest of the game.
old grandson plays street hockey, however, in
Goleta, California, where it doesn't freeze, either.
The 1939 Campanile has a photo of the 1939
He doesn't play goalie. •
team, which included all the members of the 1938
team except Barrett, who was followed as goaltender
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RDA has analyzed Houston from its skyline to its sewer system. Photo by Tommy LaVergne.
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RICE DESIGN
ALLIANCE
Housed in the School of Architecture, RDA is a one-of-a-kind organization
dedicated to raising Houston's consciousness of urban design.

By Keith Matis

The Rice Design Alliance, or RDA,as it is commonly called, exerts an influence locally and nationally far exceeding its staff and its budget. Its 850
dues-paying members include politicians and neighborhood advocates, socialites and sociologists,
lawyers and landscape artists, transit planners, utopian visionaries, preservationists, and, of course,
architects.
The RDA has no faculty, but Rice architecture
faculty gave birth to it and inspire it. Rice has long
been known for educating architects; the RDA gives
the university an arm with which to educate the
Public. RDA does not teach courses for credit, but
it's hard to imagine a serious architecture student at
either Rice or the University of Houston failing to
attend its lecture series or read its iconoclastic publication, Cite.
The association has guided hundreds of people
on tours of Houston architecture and urban design,
from downtown warehouses to Spanish villas in
River Oaks. It has analyzed Houston from its skyline
to its sewer system.
In its literature, the RDA calls itself an educational organization with a mission to advance architecture, urban design and the quality of Houston's
urban life. Drexel Turner, a 1969 Rice architecture
graduate and leader of the RDA lecture series, puts
it another way:"RDA really is a consciousness-raising group," he says. "It raises the level ofcommunity debate on urban issues."

To carry out its wide-ranging mission, the RDA
gets important suppprt from the Rice School of Architecture for its offices and two staff members. It
then raises most of its $285,000-a-year budget from
public funding agencies,foundations, individual and
corporate sponsors, and through its annual fundraising gala, one of the best parties at Rice.
The RDA board of directors, a panel of 50 community leaders, architects, and architecture faculty
from Rice and UH,organizes the programs. This
year, 13 Rice alumni are on the board.
The RDA began 19 years ago as the inspiration
of David Crane, Rice's first dean of the School of
Architecture.(Before 1972, architecture was a division of the School of Humanities. Crane is now a
professor at the University ofSouth Florida.) Crane
wanted an organization that would reach into the
community and raise the level of discussion about
urban design. He patterned the RDA after New
York City's Architectural League. The League has
since disappeared, leaving the Rice Design Alliance
as the only organization ofits kind in the country.
During its early days, the RDA spent much of its
energy just staying alive.The group had a hard time
drawing the public to its seminars and forums on
academic topics.
Then Drexel Turner created a lecture series
aimed at reaching a broader public, says architectural
historian and 1972 graduate Stephen Fox, a longtime member of RDA.
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Internationally known architect and former
dean of Yale's School of Architecture Cesar
Pelli follows Cite closely. "I read it with
great interest," he says. "It's very
important to Houston to maintain this high
level of discourse. Otherwise we go to seed."
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"Drexel spotted the newest, most promising architects and brought them to Houston to speak,"
Fox says.
For example, a young Dutch utopian visionary,
Rem Koolhaas, lectured in 1977. Since his 1978
book Delirious New York was published, Koolhaas
has influenced urban design around the world. Last
year the RDA brought Koolhaas back, and he drew
hundreds of people to his lectures at the Innova Design Center. Other famed architects such as Michael
Graves, Helmut Jahn and Cesar Pelli have lectured
for the RDA.
In the late '70s, the annual tradition of architectural tours began. Many ofthem were created by
Fox, who wrote the authoritative Houston Architectural Guide as well as a history of architecture at
Rice. For this year's April tour, more than 800
people were guided through seven Spanish-Mediterranean homes in River Oaks.
The architectural tours are intended to build a
feeling for the architectural history and style of the
Houston area, a feeling that Fox says is woefully
lacking. With no sense of history, developers tend to
destroy important structures in Houston with impunity, a trend Fox would like to see reversed.
As RDA grew and matured, it has added design
exhibitions and a movie series. In 1982, the board
decided to become more active in community affairs. Public forums, or "Fireside Chats," were organized to confront Houston's urban problems. Last
fall, for example, the RDA's forum on zoning
brought city officials and local activists together to
grapple with the difficulties of zoning the nation's
fourth largest city.
In 1982, RDA's most visible and far-reaching
project began: the publication of Cite magazine.
"The reason we started Cite," says architect and
UH professor William Stern, "is that there was no
forum, there were no critics on architecture in
Houston. We were frustrated and discouraged.
Houston was the curiosity of America, the largest
city without zoning. What is it that makes this city?
What is it all about?"
From the beginning, the magazine was iconoclastic. The cover of its first issue was adorned with a
photograph of a City of Houston manhole cover.
The story, by architect William Anderson and thenRDA President William Neuhaus III, examined the
most constraining factor in the development of
Houston: its lack of adequate sewage treatment capacity. In "Trading Toilets: The Subterranean Zoning of Houston," the authors said developers were

forced to build outside the 1-610 loop, causing
Boom Town's(remember Boom Town?) urban
sprawl. The result was increased commuting time for
residents and overtaxing of city and county service
networks.
During its 10-year life, the black-and-white tabloid has kept its spotlight on important issues of city
life. In the Winter 1984 issue, an editorial on the
soon-to-be-built Wortham Theater Center in downtown Houston faulted the politics of the design
Process and concluded the final design was flawed.
In a 1987 analysis Rice professor of architecture
Peter Papademetriou anticipated the demise of El
Mercado del Sol, a city development to revive the
East End. Because it was built with no regard for its
surrounding neighborhoods, Papademetriou wrote,
the shopping center could not expect community
support. Within the year, El Mercado del Sol was
deserted.
Published twice a year with a guest editor from
the RDA's ranks, Cite also contains book reviews,
essays and occasionally literary works from such writers as Rice English professors Max Apple and Susan
Wood.
The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature recently added Cite to its national index, a sign of its
growing influence and helping assure its presence in
research libraries across the country. In February
1991, Cite received a prestigious $25,750 grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts. With
little advertising or subscription income,Stern says,
each issue of Cite costs RDA from $20,000 to
$25,000.
"(Architect Cesar) Pelli told me he reads every
issue of Cite," Stern says,"cover to cover."
"It's true," Pelli said in a telephone interview.
Pelli is former dean of Yale University's School of
Architecture and head of an architecture firm in
New Haven, Connecticut. Among the world-famous
architectural designer's creations are Herring Hall
and the Ley Student Center on the Rice campus.
"I read it with great interest," Pelli said "It's very
unportant to Houston to maintain this high level of
discourse. Otherwise we go to seed."
In its offices on the ground floor of Anderson
Hall, the RDA's two employees, Director Linda Sylvan, a 1973 Rice graduate, and Program Coordinator Diana Puknys, who graduated in 1991, keep the
records and plan and coordinate the organization's
Projects. With 10 years of experience in magazine
Publication, five ofthem at Reader's Digest, Sylvan
came to RDA in 1983 to help edit Cite. In 1988 she

was named director of the organization.
Seated at her desk by the large window facing
Willy's statue in the academic quadrangle, she recalls
some of the difficult years the RDA has weathered.
"Things were especially rough for RDA during
the years 1985 to 1987," she says. These were
"bust" years for Houston. Many architectural firms
went bankrupt as did several of RDA's corporate
sponsors. One thing that pulled them out of hock,
she says, was the first fund-raising gala in 1987,
dedicated to Cite. The black-tie affair raised almost
$40,000. It worked so well, it has become an annual
event, held every November.
The 1988 gala honored Rice school of architecture dean 0. Jack Mitchell for his unflagging support of RDA and for guiding the organization
through its difficult years. Mitchell, who died suddenly of a heart attack last January, was a passionate
advocate of public spaces that draw people together
to talk and recreate.
Mitchell inspired RDA's most ambitious project,
to develop the long neglected reflection pool in
Hermann Park, across the street from Rice, into its
fullest potential as a gathering place. The pond,situated behind Sam Houston's statue,forms one end of
a spine for the park that leads to the entrance of the
zoo. Ten days before his death, Mitchell was talking
about how the area could be improved to a former
student of his, Jay Baker, a 1980 Rice graduate,
head of Baker Architects and newly elected president
of the RDA.
Baker decided to create a nationwide design contest dedicated to Mitchell called "The Heart of the
Park." The winner will be named at RDA's November 14 gala. The contest alone will cost $100,000
for publicity, entry forms, the $15,000 cash prize
and the judging process. The project will cost between $4 million and $5 million.
"This is no small effort," Baker says. "The City
Parks Department, the Friends of Hermann Park,
the Greater Houston Partnership,(Houston Mayor)
Bob Lanier's office and other organizations are being brought together to bring this off."
No small effort, but no small surprise, either.
Bringing people together is what RDA is all about.•

For information on RDA or Cite write:
Rice Design Alliance
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, Texas 77251
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Cook's Tour of the Gulf
This elegant volume would be at
home on a coffee table as well as in
the kitchen. GulfCoast Cooking has
a little bit of everything — an ecologically minded essay, recipes, artfully styled food photography and
beautiful portraits of the coastal areas and people.
Author of Cooking Legacy and
Houston Fine Arts Cookbook,
Rice alumna Virginia
Elverson, class of 1945, had
been thinking of doing another cookbook. She talked
to her friend, Bill Shearer,of
Shearer Publishing, and he
suggested a fish cookbook
with an emphasis on ecology.
Fellow alumnus John Graves,
class of 1942, agreed to do
the foreword,and GulfCoast
Cooking: Seafood from the
Florida Keys to the Yucatan
Peninsula was
born.
Graves' historical, nostalgic essay contains a warning
that the prodigious supply of
fish during his Depression
youth is now reaching its
limits.
Elverson hopes
that the book's
emphasis on the
many varieties of
fish, especially the
lesser-known but
plentiful amberjack,
drum, mahi-mahi,
sheepshead and
snook, may supplement the dwindling
supply ofthe more
well-known Gulf Coast
fish.
She traveled for two
years to different parts of
the Gulf Coast gathering recipes
from restaurants, hotels and area
home cooks. The book includes
300 recipes from these regional
cooks as well as some from the
"cream" of her own recipe file.
GulfCoast Cooking is organized
according to five major regions of
the Gulf Coast: the Florida Keys
and West Florida coast with its Cuban, Caribbean and Greek influences; the Deep South coast, in-
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eluding the Florida Panhandle, Alabama and Mississippi; Louisiana
with its Acadian and Creole cuisines; Texas' melting pot; and the
Mexican east coast and Yucatan
peninsula.
Elverson's biggest problem in
compiling the book was finding a
representative body of recipes.
"Everybody's favorite seafood is
shrimp," she says. A lot ofshrimp

Elverson has included some delectable desserts, such as flaming mincemeat sundaes, cold daiquiri soufflé
served with puréed raspberries and
chocolate tortilla.
And if you don't cook, you can
still feast your eyes on the sublime
photos. A Florida scene shows plates
of tastefully arranged crabmeat,
hearts of palm en coquilles, and
shrimp, scallop and mushroom kabobs set on a water-soaked
beach amid scattered shells to
look as if they've come in with
the tide. In the Deep South section, oysters are being roasted
in the shell on a pier overlooking a brilliant blue sea and sky.
In Texas, a plate of spinachricotta pasta shells geometrically
organized in a tomato red
crabmeat sauce coordinates
with a similarly patterned oriental rug.
She started serious cooking
at age 11 under the direction of
both of her grandmothers in
her native Fort Worth. As a
Rice student during World War
II, Elverson says she didn't have
much time to cook.
Having served as a consultant for Brennan's restaurant in
Houston for a few years,
Elverson now consults for
Brown & Root VIP entertainment in Florida. She trains the
chefs, devises the menus and
designs table settings.
. Elverson cooked all the food
that was photographed in the
irginia Elverson
cookbook. Nothing was wasted,
either. After each photo shoot
recipes had to be
was finished,"we'd open up some
eliminated (alwine," she says,"and eat it all up."
though the book
Her husband, Robin,served as the
still includes many dishes) to
chieffood taster during two years of
include the lesser-known and
meals solely based on fish. "He told
underused fish.
me he was starting to sprout fins toOne can find recipes for flameward the end," she says laughing.
grilled black drum with creole musOfficials from McIlhenny Co.,
tard sauce or sauteed fillets of
producers of Tabasco sauce, featured
sheepshead,snook in caper sauce,
in a number of recipes, were so imspicy squid or amberjack mousse
pressed with the book that they sent
loaf with cucumber sauce. One of
Elverson on a tour to promote it.
the more unusual recipes is a MexiThis winter, she will also be featured
can dish that features snapper with
in a TNN cooking show called Cook'
annatto seeds, marinated in orange
ing USA,where she will prepare
juice, cooked on a banana leaf.
three or four recipes from the book.
Besides all the fish recipes,
—Maggi Stewart

Video, Video, Wherefore Art Thou Video

Lesser is More

Since coming to Rice from Yale in 1969, English professor Dennis Huston
has won the university's Brown Foundation teaching award seven times. In
1989, the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education(CASE)
named him "Professor of the Year," the highest
honor for undergraduate teaching in the
United States.
So it comes as no surprise that some of
Huston's legendary lectures on Shakespeare have
been committed to commercial videotape.
The Teaching Co. of Washington, D.C., has
enrolled Huston in its series of videotapes called
"SuperStar Teachers," a collection oflectures by
20 ofthe nation's top college professors. For
$150, Huston is available on tape talking about
four Shakepseare plays: Othello, Romeo and
Juliet, The Taming ofthe Shrew and Richard III.
"This guy is electric," says the series' producer, Tom Rollins. "That's
Why we asked him to do a second series."
Huston first taped an eight-lecture series on detective fiction for The
Teaching Co. in 1990. Last fall, Rollins asked him to give a four-lecture
series on Shakespeare, alternating with four Shakespeare lectures by Peter
Saccio of Dartmouth College.
Huston spent four months last summer preparing for the taping.
"The problems I had were ofcompression," he says."How do I get so
much material into only 45 minutes? What do I leave out?"
Then there was the taping.
After he had prepared and rehearsed, all eight 45-minute lectures were
taped in a day.
"It was rigorous," he says. "Hard on the vocal chords. But I'm used to
giving them a workout."
Huston does not give lectures; he performs them. His hands and face
constantly move and change, punctuating his phrases. He makes his powerful delivery with apparent ease and a folksy speaking style.
In one passage from his Romeo and Juliet lecture, he builds in intensity
from a normal speaking voice: "So young,so passionate, so idealistic, so
much in love, Romeo and Juliet completely capture our imaginative and
emotional sympathy—which is Shakespeare's point," he shouts.
."The tragedy moves us so deeply, so painfully," he says in a diminishing
voice,"because it seems so avoidable," and then he adds in an anxious
Whisper,"so unnecessary."
The Teaching Co. offers tapes on 23 topics in five subjects: history, politics, classics, literature and science. Each of the 23 titles cost $150 for video
and $90 for audio cassettes. The tapes can also be rented for $45 a month.
For more information, call The Teaching Co. at 1-800-832-2412.
—Keith Matis

Math major turned songwriter Larry
Lesser has produced his first solo
tape, a collection of nine acoustic
songs that celebrate the subtle complexities of personal relationships,
earthwoman, and the grad school
blues.
Afterglow is the culmination of
L,esser's work after he graduated
from Rice in 1986 and moved to
Austin to pursue a music career.
The tape was co-produced by his
friend and 1987 Rice graduate Ed
Loewenstein.
Lesser, a left-hand guitarist
and talented lyric writer, began
his formal studies of music and poetry at Rice while tackling the
dryer subjects of mathematics
and statistics.
Rice, he says, was
"a nurturing environment" for
his art. During his
senior year, he
initiated and was
the student coordinator for a
one-hour college
course in songwriting at the
Shepherd School
of Music.
These nine
gentle pieces were created with a diversity ofinstruments: fiddle, flute,
dobro, accordion, bass, piano, guitars and percussion instruments.
With a little bit of help from his musical friends, The Therapy Sisters
and the Austin Lounge Lizards,
Lesser was able to put together a
group ofsongs that are sensitive,
soothing and often humorous.
—David Medina
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The Friends of Fondren Library will host a program on Tuesday, Jan. 12, 1993, to
honor members ofthe Rice alumni,faculty and staff who wrote books published in
1992. The event will be held in the Grand Hall of the Rice Memorial Center.
The Friends would like to have a list of titles and authors by December 1, 1992.
The information may be forwarded to the Friends' office, 404 Fondren Library.
"We need and appreciate your cooperation in gathering complete information,"
says Betty Charles, director. "'We cannot honor you unless we are aware of your
accomplishments."
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Summer School Teaches
Teachers the Pedagogical Ropes
With economic setbacks, violence
in schools and shaky spelling in
high places, teaching in the '90s
poses some daunting challenges.
Fortunately, some Rice students
are eager to meet those challenges.
About 20 of them got their first
taste of teaching at the 1992 Summer School for Middle and High
School Students at Rice University.
Developed 28 years ago to give
Rice student teachers classroom
experience, the summer school
helps fulfill the requirements for an
undergraduate teaching certificate
and for a master of arts in teaching.
The summer school has grown into
a 900-student program offering 90
courses for six weeks in June and July.
Unlike education students at
other universities, Rice's student
teachers do not perform their practical teacher training in another
teacher's classroom. The Rice program allows student teachers to
develop their own curricula rather
than enter a public school and start
teaching midway through the lesson plans established by certified
teachers.
"The whole country is talking
about bringing people into teaching," Summer School director and
Education Department chair Linda
McNeil says. "Here we can use our
bright Rice students, who can develop their own lesson plans and
create curricula and teach in a way
centered on kids."
Under the direction of Rice professors and "master teachers" from
local secondary schools, student
teachers spend the spring semester
preparing for the summer school.
During the semester, Rice students
meet with their master teachers
three times and with a Rice professor weekly. The courses, such as
"Rap, Rock and Rhyme: Poetry in
Different Forms," have a youthful
flair that appeals to both the young
student teachers and their even
younger students.
No amount of preparation is too
much, as Will Rice senior Jennifer
Shade learned after the first day of
classes."An hour is a lot longer than
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I thought," she says.
"MI of us teaching
for the first time were
stunned. We had all
under-planned for
the entire summer."
Not many students appreciate the
work involved in becoming a teacher.
"Most Rice students
don't even realize
that the Rice education program exists,"
Shade claims.
Rice
student
Will Rice senior Jennifer Shade, left, practices the teacher's
teachers have even
craft with Charles Coon ofJohnston Middle School.
been stigmatized for
their career choice.
"Everyone scoffs and says I am so
verse in age, race and economic
smart," Shade laments. "Then they
background, most of the summer
ask why I'm not doing something
school students are there because
that makes more money."
they want to learn.
Kirk Thor, an Austin College
"This is much easier than an evgraduate working on his M.A.T.,
eryday HISD school," says Dema
agrees: "Being a male teacher is not
Harriman Solberg, a 1991 graduseen as a successful path by others.
ate now working on her M.A.T.
I will be stuck in a set salary range,
Unlike Sing, Solberg wants to
and people often equate success
teach in a public school. Solberg,
with money."
who attended public schools in
Even ifsome Rice students do
WASPish Denison, Colo., says,"I
not comprehend the value of a
had wonderful teachers in grade
teaching certificate, Houston-area
and high school. I want to give
schools do. "If you are a Rice grad,
something back. I'm no Peace
HISD will do anything to get you
Corps type so this is a 'domestic
to teach there," Shade says.
peace corps' for me. It's a way to
But some student teachers have
give back to the community someno desire to teach in troubled pubthing given to me."
lic schools. Erin Sing, a Lovett seSolberg, like many of her fellow
nior who confirmed her interest in
student teachers, sees a need to
teaching with an aptitude test indireform education. "I'd like to make
cating special instructional abilities,
the school environment a better
attended private schools for all but
place to be," she says. "There is a
one year while growing up and
need for education to be more infears public schools. "There can be
novative." Shirley sees Rice's
a lot of violence. Often there is no
teacher training program as an inrespect for teachers and parents.
cubator for that reform.
There are so many problems at
Because the Rice summer school
home that you can't reach the
is an ideal teaching environment,
kids," Sing explains.
student teachers leave with a taste
Education professor Dennis
of a little success, Solberg says, a
Shirley says,"the summer school is
success story that will carry them
a utopia." One reason for that is
through the challenges of their first
that student teachers are encouryear ofteaching. "I feel like this
aged to design courses on their
summer I am going to get someown, without bureaucratic restricthing I can hold on to and feel like
tions. Furthermore, although diI can succeed at this," Solberg says.
— Tom Sims

Volleyball Team Scores in Recruiting War
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The air in Autry Court is whistling
with balls this fall, and the source is
the Rice volleyball team.
In its 14-year history, Rice volleyball has never competed so successfully in the battle of recruiting.
Rice ran head-to-head with the big
schools of the West Coast, the
Midwest and the South in the
spring recruiting game to draw
four top prospects.
According to Bill Feldman of
Midwest Volleyball Scouting Service, "Rice's class of'96 is certainly
among the top five in the South."
Rice's head volleyball coach
Debbie Sokol calls this class "the
top recruiting class of all time for
Rice."
The signees are:
• Casey Roon of Kalamazoo,
Michigan, one of the nation's top10 setters;
• Tobi Roquemore of Mission
Viejo, California, a powerful outside hitter whose high school was
ranked 19th nationally;
• Sammy Waldron, an outside
hitter and exceptional jumper
dubbed the best prospect from
Texas;and
• Linda Yoon, a middle hitter
Whose high school team won the
New Jersey state championship for
two consecutive years.
Sokol credits hard work, good
timing and hanging in with the big
schools for Rice's recruiting success.
Sokol also cites Rice's strong academic reputation as a major draw.
"We offer a top-level brand of volleyball and academics," Sokol says.
Unlike football and basketball,
volleyball provides a limited professional avenue. Academics is often
More important to volleyball players than to other student athletes,
Sokol says. When recruiting, Sokol
Pays more attention to those who
Mention education. "Ifsomeone
during that first phone interview
mentions that she wants an educa-

tion, we listen extra hard," Sokol
says. "We look for the great athlete
who values the degree."
The returning players, a strong
nucleus for the volleyball team, are
determined to attain on-court success this season.
Each returner remained in Houston over the summer to work out
together as a team. The group's
effort to remain together excites
Sokol.
"They voluntarily want to be
here. They are committed to being
ready for this next year," Sokol
says. "I've never had a team do
that on their own before."
What also promises to make this
year's team so dangerous to play
and exciting to watch is the continuation of last year's "swing offense." This unconventional style
originated with the victorious 1984
U.S. Men's Olympic volleyball
team. Under this high-risk offense,
hitters—rather than setters—call
plays once the ball is in motion.
The result is swift movement crisscrossing the court.
Designed to win, the swing offense gives a needed edge to the
Rice women, usually the underdog
team."Not many teams see the
swing offense, so they can't practice for it," Sokol says.
"With another year, I feel confident the setting and potential of
our hitters will make this an explosive and unstoppable offense," assistant volleyball coach Henry
Chen says.
The quick-paced swing offense
should draw large crowds. This season Sokol plans to emulate what
former basketball coach Scott Thompson did for his team in drawing student support to the Jungle
Gym."We want to cater to students," Sokol says.
Sokol hopes some fun promotional activities will incite more students to discover the volleyball

Terri Lowenthal and the rest of the volleyball team's returning players
spent the suouner in Houston preparingfor the fall season.

team. She envisions a Block Party;
each time a player blocks for a
point, a souvenir T-shirt would be
tossed up for grabs into the
bleachers.
This year's goal is to get some
national attention. Sokol would
like a national ranking and to attend the National Invitational Volleyball Championship.
With this year's recruits and a
strong core of returners, Rice volleyball should be in the running.
However, the freshmen, who form
more than one-third ofthe team,
are "key," Sokol says.
When she speaks to her team at
their first practice this fall, Sokol
predicts her introductory words
will be: "They say that a chain is as
strong as its weakest link. Our
chain is as strong as the freshmen
who will come around, adapt and
help us."
— Tom Sims

1992 Rice Athletic
Hall of Fame inductees
are Ralph Murphy '49.
Darryl "Doc" King '79
Regina Cavanaugh '87.
Mike Estep '71 and
Zan Guerry '71.
Other honorees include
Milton McGinty '27 am
George F. Pierce '42.

GIFTS•AND•GIVING

New Giving Societies Pave
Way to Excellence

Trustee D. Kent Anderson '62

Annual contributions by Rice
alumni and friends play a vital role
in continuing the university's tradition ofeducating some of
America's most outstanding young scholars.
With the costs of higher
education continuing to
rise, traditional sources of
revenue, such as endowment, tuition and research
grants, have become overburdened. To compensate, now more than ever,
Rice depends on the generosity of its supporters.
As trustee Kent Anderson explains, if Rice is to
succeed in its mission,
"We need to encourage
donors to upgrade their
continuing support to
match the rising costs of
providing a top-quality
education."
Reviewing last year's
contributions, Anderson
notes,"approximately eight percent of donors contributed about
half the money given by individuals

to the Annual Fund. We need everyone to participate if we are going
to continue to provide the necessary unrestricted resources the university requires. And, with the
Brown Challenge ending in 1995,
we will count on our annual giving
societies to help make up the difference."
To recognize and encourage important gifts to the Rice Annual
Fund,the university established the
President's Club and the Founder's
Club in 1970. Because of the clubs'
success in encouraging thoughtful
and intelligently planned donations, Rice is expanding its giving
societies to reach everyone who
supports Rice's mission ofeducational excellence.
The five new societies (outlined
below) provide an accessible plan
for varied levels of giving. Society
membership is based on the level of
a donor's annual unrestricted contribution to the Rice Annual Fund.
Commenting on the goal of the
new societies Anderson says,"I believe in Rice, and I am prepared to
back that belief with my own increased financial commitment. I
hope my fellow alumni will do the
same."

New Giving Societies
The President's Club will be reorganized into two separate societies:
PRESIDENT'S CLUB

President's Society

$100 annual contribution

Sallyport Society

$500 annual contribution

The Founder's Club will be reorganized into three separate societies:
FOUNDER'S CLUB

Founder's Society

$1,000 annual contribution

George R. Brown Society

$5,000 annual contribution

Edgar Odell Lovett Society

$10,000 annual contribution

Furthergiving opportunities are available through the Rice Associates program. For more information, contact Norma McGee at(713) 527-4641.
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Friends of Sewall
Art Gallery

The Sallyport Singers entertain at the May Fund Council meeting.

Rice University Fund Council Elects New Officers
The semiannual meeting ofthe Rice University Fund Council was held in
May at Alice Pratt Brown Hall, home ofthe Shepherd School of Music. The
meeting was well attended—drawing 125 ofthe Fund Council's 140
members—and characterized by a renewed sense of vigor and purpose.
Speakers included university president George Rupp, vice president of external affairs, Frank Ryan and four Rice deans.
The May meeting marks the second time the Fund Council has met since
it underwent extensive reorganization last fall. The Council, which is the
Primary fund-raising organization on campus, was established in 1971 to
Provide support for the University's top-priority funding projects, including
the endowment ofscholarships and the construction of new buildings and
facilities. Members join the Fund Council by invitation and are generally
Rice alumni or members ofthe Houston community interested in supporting the growth of Rice.
The Council meets twice a year (in May and
November) to assess the status ofcurrent fundraising activities and delineate plans for future
Projects. The semiannual meetings allow
Council subcommittees, which meet individually throughout the year, to report on their
Progress and share ideas with other committee
members.
Officer elections were also held during
the May meeting. This year, committee
members elected Ted Richardson '57 and
Ben Hollingsworth '64 as the new chair
and vice chair. Richardson, president of
VVS Architects, replaces Edward Davis
58,former CEO of Conservatek
Industries Inc.

In only its second year ofexistence,
the Friends of Sewall Art Gallery
prepared an impressive series oflectures for the 1991-92 academic
year. The series covered a range of
topics related to the visual arts and
featured as speakers biographer
Hayden Herrera, who discussed
the painter Frida Kahlo, and poet
Richard Howard, who lectured on
Baudelaire's use of photography in
poetry. Another contributor was
playwright Edward Albee, who led
a panel of U.S. gallery owners in a
discussion on discovering and collecting art entitled "Concerned
with Young Artists."
The group will schedule at least
two public lectures for the upcoming school year, in addition to activities planned exclusively for
Friends of Sewall members. Last
year's member activities included a
behind-the-scenes museum tour of
the Menil Collection.
Friends of Sewall's mission is to
provide assistance for programs and
services of the gallery and also to
promote the gallery in the community. University resources available
for supporting the gallery are limited, so membership chair Margie
Sass hopes to expand Friends participation to include a broader representation of Houstonians. The
group currently has about 125
members in seven categories of
membership and is open to anyone
wishing to further the interests of
the Sewall Art Gallery.
Rice alumni and friends interested in gallery activities can contact Adrienne Randle Bond '78,
president of Friends of Sewall, or
Stella Dobbins, director ofthe
Sewall Gallery, at(713) 527-6069.
Membership benefits include advance notice ofexhibition previews,
lectures and events, as well as a 10
percent discount on all gallery publications. Friends are also invited
on "art trips" to locations such as
Santa Fe, New York, Chicago and
San Francisco.

Outgoing chair Edward Davis '58 addresses Fund Council.
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Coming Home
It's time again to renew old friendships, catch up on university news
and enjoy a variety of activities to
celebrate Homecoming 1992.
Please join the festivities on November 5-8, 1992. Homecoming
announcements and registration
forms will be mailed, but you can
start planning your return now.

Convocation and Annual Meeting ofthe ARA:
Association of Rice Alumni President George Miner '50 will preside over
the convocation in Hamman Hall. The program will include the presentation ofthe Gold Medal for Distinguished Service to J. Thomas Eubank '51
and an address by George Rupp, president of Rice University. The featured
speaker at the meeting will be Michael Carroll, dean of the George R.
Brown School of Engineering.
Homecoming Activities:
Traditional activities are highlighted below. However, many other activities are currently being planned. The Sewall Art Gallery will be exhibiting
"Texas Folk Art," and Rice Players will be performing "Hamlet."
Athletic gatherings will include tennis, soccer and basketball. Alumni
M.O.B. members are planning activities, and the colleges will be hosting
special events. Tailgate parties include the Career Services Center/Rice
Thresher gathering and the cheerleaders' reunion.
Homecoming Registration:
To facilitate our planning for future homecomings, we will be gathering
attendance information. Please help us by taking the time to register officially this year by mail or in person at the Kelley Lounge, Ley Student Center. Those registering will enjoy a post-game pass to the "R" Room.
Homecoming Coordinators:
The success of Homecoming weekend is due to the hard work of many
alumni volunteers. This year's General Chairs are Rachel and Bruce Deslcin.
Rachel graduated from Rice in 1983 and Bruce in 1980. Event Chairs are
Karen Hess Rogers '68, archives; Bob Tresch '43, athletics; Joseph Callier
'77, campus tours; Kathleen Chaves Bellah '84, chapel service and brunch;
Lorraine Gibbons, Shepherd School concert and reception; Texas Anderson
'79, convocation; Nell Poole Wood '42, Golden R Coffee; Carolyn
Woodruff'68,luncheon; Andrea Condon '83, registration; Germaine
Cossaboom '75 and Elsa Daniels '55, class reunions; Ann Arnett'65, tennis
tournament; and Andrea Simien Ehlers '88, young alumni celebration.

Homecoming 1992 Highlights
Thursday, November 5
8:00 p.m.
Shepherd School Concert and Reception
Friday, November 6
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
Saturday, November 7
8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
12 noon
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Sunday, November 8
10:30 a.m.
Reunion Classes:
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8th Annual Alumni Tennis Tournament
REA's Outstanding Engineering Alumnus Lecta
Golden R Coffee
Friends of Fondren & REA Brunch
Open House for Admission Interviewers
Convocation and Annual Meeting of ARA
Homecoming Luncheon
Young Alumni Celebration
Football: Rice vs. Texas Tech
Volleyball: Rice vs. Southwest Texas State
Chapel Service and Brunch
1932
1937
1942
1947
1952
1957
1962
1967
1972
1982
1987
1977
Please consult your Classnotes for party details.

Homecoming Archives
Exhibit: Student Life at
Rice, 1912-1992
The Association of Rice Alumni
Archives Committee will present
"Student Life at Rice, 19121992." This year's display will
feature 75 photographs not
Previously shown or published
along with artifacts and memorabilia taken from the Woodson
Research Center and the Alumni
Collection.
The ARA Archives Committee
Was founded in 1975 by Ray
Watkin Hoagland to collect and
Preserve the personal memorabilia
offormer students. This material
includes scrapbooks, newspaper
clippings, photographs, dance
Programs,commencement invitations and clothing. Also included
are many university publications:
Threshers, Campaniles, OWL
magazines, Sallyports, directories
and pamphlets.
The committee is currently
Working to establish traveling
displays for use by ARA area
groups and university presentations. This spring, part ofthe
collection was displayed at the
Friends ofFondren gala and was
used in a Trees for Houston
Presentation.
The ARA Archives collection is
housed in the Alumni Office in the
RMC and is open for the use of all
alumni and friends.
The Homecoming Archives
Exhibit, "Student Life at Rice,
1912-1992," will be displayed in
the Miner Lounge and western
corridor of the Ley Student Center
on Friday and Saturday of Homecoming.

Board of Governors Adds
New Appointees
Each summer the Board of Governors adds two appointees and an
alumni governor to replace outgoing governors. Steve Shaper '58
Will serve as alumni governor with
term governors Al Jensen BA '52,
ES '53 and Paula Meredith Mosle

'52. Shaper was elected to the
board by Rice alumni, and Jensen
and Mosle were appointed by the
board's trustees. Their four-year
terms began in July.
Shaper is president of Telecheck
Southwest. He majored in mechanical engineering at Rice and
went on to receive an MBA from
Harvard.
As an undergraduate, Shaper
was president ofthe Student Council, a Wiess College Cabinet member, president ofthe Christian Science Organization, a member of
the Religious Council and a Rally
Club member.
After graduation, Shaper's involvement with Rice continued
through such avenues as the
Alumni Board,Fund Council,
Telefund, Rice Associates, Centennial Committee, Shepherd Society,
Friends ofFondren Library, Owl
Club and Friends ofSewall Gallery.
During his spare time Shaper enjoys handball, skiing,jogging,
travel, bridge, photography and
youth work. Shaper and his wife,
Sue Zigenbein Shaper '60,Ph.D
'72, have four children.
While at Rice, Jensen was a
member ofthe American Society of
Civil Engineers and president of
the Lutheran Student Association.
Jensen, chairman ofthe board and
president of Lott Group Inc., has
stayed active at Rice as a board and
life member of Rice Engineering
Alumni and a member and past
president of the Rice University
Fund Council. He is also a member
of Rice Associates, Shepherd Society, Friends of Fondren Library and
the Owl Club.
Jensen is married to Bridget
Rote,'53,and the couple has three
grown daughters.
Mosle, who served as Alumni
Governor from 1987 to 1991, is a
former teacher and a former advisor
to Women at Rice. Mosle, who received a BA in history and an MA
in English, was Phi Beta Kappa and
received the Cameron Memorial
Service Award during her time at
Rice. She also served as secretary of
the Student Association, on the
Student Council, as president of
EBLS,on the Women's Council,

k
Am.governors Steve Shaper, left, and Al
Jensen. Paula Mosle, photo unavailable.

on Campanile and as chair for
Rondelet.
Mosle is married to John
Mosle, and the couple has two
children. Her interests include
reading, gardening, travel and
skiing.

Alumni Elect Six
to Association Board
The Association of Rice Alumni recently held elections for six board
positions and the office of alumni
governor. William Sick '57 of Chicago, Jane Gole '73 of Atlanta,
Guillermo Trevino '83 of Laredo,
and Anne Baillio '62, Dorthea
Shaddock '63 and Anne Greene
'71, all of Houston, were elected
to three-year terms as alumni representatives for the association.
Sick, chair and CEO of Business
Resources International, received a
BA and BS in electrical engineering
from Rice. Gole, a financial analyst,
graduated with a BA in biology
and behavioral science. She went
on to receive her MBA from
Emory University. Trevino, a
former college court justice, now
serves as vice president of Southern
Distributing Co. Inc. Baillio, a romance languages major, has served
as chair ofthe Annual Fund for her
class and decade, the Founder's
Club, Telefund and Fund Council.
Shaddock, who received her degree
in German, has served on the admission committee, as an alumni
representative, as a Telefiind volunteer and is in the President's Club.
Greene, a former president of
Brown College, now works as an
attorney.
Steve Shaper '58 won the race
for alumni governor. As Alumni
Governor, Shaper will represent the
ARA on the Board of Governors
(see story above).
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n October 23, 1992,former students ofGeorge Williams '23, in

"
I cooperation with the University, will host a reception in honor of
his 90th birthday and his distinguished career at Rice. The reception

1927
Oliver C. Winston died
April 25, at the age of 86.
He was well known as an
innovator in the fields of
housing,urban renewal and
regional planning.
Born in Smithville,
Texas, he played under Rice
varsity football coach John
Heisman while earning his
bachelor's and master's
degrees in Architecture.

1930
Class Recorder:
Mildred Ogg Fisher
2410 Memorial Dr.
Apt. 109-B
Bryan, TX 77802

The Class of 1932 will
:elebrate its 60th reanion Saturday, Nov.
7, at the Homecoming
'uncheon. Class mem5ers and their guests
teal assemble in the
Kelley Lounge,Ley Stulent Center at 11:30
a.m. For more informa-

tion, contact Tom and
Lucile McCleary (713)
869-1337.

The Class of 1937 will
hold its 55th reunion
Friday, Nor. 6, with a
noon

In

in

Farnsworth Pavilion of
the Ley Student Center.
Call Cornelius 0. Ryan
(713) 789-7666, or
Mary

Jane

Hale

Rommel (512) 896. 10,for more details.
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Class Recorder Mildred Ogg
Fisher writes:
As much as I hate to do so,
I an forced to give up this
job, which I have truly enjoyed. My reason is that I
simply find it too hard—or
nearlyimpossible—to acquire
news for the column.
Here is one significant bit:
I have just acquired from the
Animal Shelter, a calico cat
named Cattle. She is a dear—
gentle, lovable, and loving.
She seemed at home immediately. My son-in-law,Hon.
James A. Parker '59,urged
me to take this step, his reason being that cats can be
wonderful company for a
person living alone.
Au revoir.
Note: Mildred Lucille Rulfs
has taken over the position of
class recorder. Mail letters to
3304 Albans, Houston, TX
77005.

have been spentin bowling—
in many departments of this
sport—buying,selling,teaching, etc.
When World War II
started, Thomas joined the
Navy. He volunteered and
during the war years served as
a pilot and a flight instructor.
Thomas and his wife,
Pauline, have been married
for41 years.Their only child,
a boy, has been associated
with NASA for a long time.
Grandchildren are two in
number, a boy and a girl.
One ofour truly stunning
classmates on campus was
Frances Elizabeth Logan.
Marriage, however,changed
her last name to Hilton. She
taught school in the Heights,
the fifth grade, and loved
every minute ofit. She earned
a master's degree from the
U.ofHouston.She was married and has one child, a
daughter, Marjorie, who in
time married Kenneth
McConnico.Her two granddaughtersofthis marriage are
Elizabeth's special blessing.
She moved to Clear Lake to
live near them. Granddaughter Kate will graduate from
Vassar next year,and Clara is
a graduate of Occidental
College.
Elizabeth readsat least one
book each week and is active
in the local rocks and minerals club,and she remembered
to tell me that while at Rice
she was the first President of
the Owl Club.

1932
Class Recorder:
Chris Hoover
5318 Meadow Lake Lane
Houston,TX 77056

1931

1933

Class Recorder:
Anne McCulloch
2348 Shakespeare
Houston,TX 77030

Class Recorder:
Willie Mae Chapman Cole
2414 Chimney Rock
Houston,TX 77056
(713)782-9509

Class Recorder Anne
McCulloch writes:
Did all the class see the
spring showing of"The Eyes
ofTexas"filmed in Hamilton?
Hamilton is home of a classmate, Catherine Long
Randolph and she introduced the opening scene of
this program.
Thomas Henderson was
graduated from Rice in 1931.
He married in 1933 and
joined his fatherin the cotton
gin business. His first and
present love is sports. It is not
surprising, therefore, that
many of his working years

1934
Class Recorder:
Elliott Flowers
3330 Del Monte
Houston,TX 77019
(713)524-4404
Class Recorder Elliot Flowers writes:
Last year, while cleaning
out some old files, I discovered a packet ofshort stories
that I had written in English
200,a shortstory writing class

will be held in the Memorial Student Centerfrom 5:30-8:00 p.m. The
group is also beginning a fundraising effort in order to establish an
annual Creative Writing Prize in his name. Contributions should be
sent to the Rice Univ. English Dept., P.O. Box 1892, Houston TX.
77251, checks made payable to Rice, with a notation specifying its
use for the George Williams Prizefund.
If you have any questions, please call Zelda Rick at(713)850-9478
or Emily Ladner at (713)667-1520.

conducted by George Williams. Instead of destroying
the complete file, I weeded
out those stories that George
had made me do over or
which had received an unsatisfactory grade. I then figured that posterity would be
well served if I donated the
remaining file to the Alumni
Association Archives. While
my stories perhaps were not
earth-shattering, his comments were certainly pungent
and to the point.

1936
Class Recorder:
Beulah Yellen
9406 Cliffwood Drive
Houston,TX 77096
(713)723-7318
Class Recorder Beulah
Yellen writes:
We were so sorry to learn
of the death of Mildred
Malone Ryman who passed
away on May 12 at Baylor
Hospital in :Dallas. We extend our sympathies to her
family.
Carloss Mortis and Doris
Pool'37 have become greatgrandparents for the third
time. Their granddaughter
Kim presented them with
their third great-grandchild.
Our congratulations to
Red Bale,who recently married.
Christine (Hall) Ladner
and Charles Ladner, arranged a mini-reunion luncheon on June 26 attended
by King and Mary Bentley
Arnold (the original class
recorders), Eleanor Smith
McMann '37, and myself.
We had a very nice time chatting and reminiscing.

1937
Class Recorder:
Mary Jane Hale Rommel
504 Fairway Drive—Riverhill
Kerrville, TX 78028
(512)896-4310

ioio
Class Recorders:
Margaret and Henry Dunlap
P.0. Box 79
VVimberley, TX 78676
Zelda Keeper Rick
12951 Trail Hollow
Houston,TX 77079
Class Recorders Margaret
and Henry Dunlap and
Zelda Keeper Rick write:
A recent note from David
Westheimer '37 mentioned
that he wasspending the week
ofMay 18th in Houston signing copies of his new book,
Sitting It Out, and "doing
lunches." He wasstaying with
Harold and Rebecca(Cissy)
Rothstein Stern. Cissy is the
sister of David's wife, Doty
(Doris Rothstein Kahn
Westheimer)'42.
David,who has agreed to
be honorary chairman ofthe
celebration for George Williams,was pleased that George
wrote the introduction for
Sitting It Out.
A good letter from Helen
Saba Worden mentions a
visit to Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn. for a checkup
which required an unexpected
followup of hospitalization
there. The treatment which
followed sent her home feeling much better. Helen is
also working for the success
of the George Williams celebration.
Zelda Rick, who chaired
the annual alumni fund drive
for our class, had an April
vacation with her husband
Robert Rick'35 in Holland
and Belgium.Zelda reported
being dazzled by endless acres
oftulips. Mary Emily Ladner
'38 and husband Andrew
Walter Ladner'35,inveterate travelers,traveled to New
Zealand in May. Henry and
Margaret Dunlap and
Henry's brother Rhodes
Dunlap '31, after visits together in Iowa and in
Wimberley, have planned a
trip together to Seattle,
Vancouver Island and

Victoria,followed by a cruise
to Juneau, Alaska along the
"Inside Passage" beginning
July 1,when Henry and Margaret will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary.
We appreciated the note
from Prof. Daniel Whitson
Marsh '71, informing us of
the death of his father, Dr.
NatHuyler Marsh on March
22, 1992, after poor health
following a stroke seven years
ago.Your reporters both liked
and respected Nat. He sat by
Margaret in several classes
because their last names both
began with "M." He was a
diligent student, making Phi
Beta Kappa in his junior year,
and was always warm,friendly
and modest. Nat lived in Japan for more than 20 years.
His notes mention his marriage to Ruth Whitson
Marsh '42, then to Reiko
Hyodo Marsh,who attended
the Golden Anniversary Class
Reunion with him in 1988
and who nursed him tenderly
through his years in the wheel
chair. Nat is survived by his
wife Reiko, three children,
Elizabeth K. Abravanel, author; Walter W. Marsh, mechanical engineer; and Prof.
Daniel Whitson Marsh, U.
of Dallas; plus three grandchildren, Amanda, Allison,
and Julia, children of son
Walter and his wife Charlotte.
During a recent visit to
Albuquerque, Henry had a
nice visit with Bert Lindsay
and his wife Imogene, 2910
Utah NE,Albuquerque,NM
87110. Bert, who along with
Henry majored in physics at
Rice, has had an interesting
career. After graduating, he
worked for Prof. Mott-Smith
(a Rice Physics professor at
that time) in the swamps of
Louisiana as a gravity meter
operator.After that,he joined
Consolidated Shipbuilding
Co.in Orange,Texas, which
was building destroyers with
raw recruits. After learning
some naval architecture and
marine engineering, he waos
placed in charge ofthe Engineering Scientific Section,
including machinery evaluation on sea trials. During par'
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of that time he was sent to
UT-Austin to teach a course
in naval engineering and recruit new employees. He
Worked in the Military Physics Research Lab at UT-Austin from 1945-59.From there
he went to the Sandia Labs in
Albuquerque, retiring from
Sandia in October 1990.
Bert and Imogene have
two sons: Larry, a lawyer in
Philadelphia with a daughter
and son,and Waync'83,an
engineer. All of the family
have been active in the Democratic party, Bert having
served as chair ofthe Democratic party in Albuquerque
for four years. They organized the N.M. chapter of
the"Friendship Force,"a vol1inteer group that encourages
international people-toPeople visits, with the visitors
staying in private homes in
the host country. In 1979
they led 401 people to Korea
on such a "friendship visit."
Albuquerque provided hosts
for a similar number ofKoreans simultaneously. Louis
Jacobs and his wife, Lucille,
accompanied the Albuquerque group on the Korean trip.
On their return they organized the Houston chapter
of the Friendship Force,
Which is still active. Bert will
shortly be going to Moscow
and Kiev on a similar trip.
Bert still plays tennis and has
is own 'clay' court alongside his house. Both are enthusiastic bird watchers. Bert
IS a docent at the zoo aviary
and has designed exhibits for
several local museums.
Imogene serves on the board
9f directors of the First National Bank and is a trustee of
the Natural History Museum.
You can see they manage to
ke.ep busy between birding
tips.

h

19:11
Clan Recorder Coordinator:
Dorothy Zapp Forristall Brown
1250 Oakcrest Circle
Beaumont, TX 77706
(409)892-1048
Class Recorders:
Le, Blocker
125 Sailfish
Austin, TX 78734
Bob fsc Evelyn (Junker)
Purcell
5102 Valerie
Bellaire, TX 77401

Sam 8c Frances (Flanagan)
Bethea
309 Burnet Dr.
Baytown, TX 77520
Marian Smedes Arthur
5806 Glen Falls Lane
Dallas, TX 75209
Floy King Rogde
7480 Beechnut #337
Houston,TX 77074
Class Recorder Dorothy
Zapp Forristall-Brown
writes:
It was with a very heavy
heart that I learned that
Charlie Moser did not make
a recovery from his operation. He was so optimistic
when I talked to him. But,of
course, what else would you
expectfrom Charlie. Ourclass
has lost one of the best.
I think we all had Dr.
George Williams. I know I
did and remember him as
being an excellent professor.
I hope some of you will be
able to be there on October
23.
I noticed that the Rice
Homecoming game is with
Texas Tech on Saturday,
November 7. Mark your calendar now so nothing will
interfere. Hope we all get to
make it and have fin together.
Sam and Frances Bethea
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on April 3,
1992.They celebrated with a
beautiful dinner party at the
Goose Creek Country Club
with their five outstanding
children, their six grandsons
and three granddaughters and
a host of close friends. They
are very proud of their children, as well they should be.
The children are equally
proud of their parents. The
highlight of the evening was
when the five children lined
up and one by one presented
little thank-you gifts to their
parents. They would make a
shortspeech and then present
a fun gift to represent that
gratitude to one of the parents.
For example, one of the
daughters presented Frances
with a thimble and some midnight oil as a fun 'thank you'
for the many timesshe worked
night and day to finish a dress
that one of them wanted to
wear for a special occasion—
even sewing them into it at
the last minute if necessary.
One ofthe children presented
Sam a dictionary because he
is always playing with words.
Much thought had gone into
the planning of the fourteen
or more gifts. A really delightful award ceremony enjoyed by all.

It was a super 50th party.
Many more happy anniversaries, Frances and Sam.

1940
Class Recorders:
Julia Taylor Dill
7715 Hornwood
Houston,TX 77036
(713)774-5208
Wanda Hoencke Spaw
5614 Inwood
Houston,TX 77056
(713)622-9845
Lorena Ramin Stealdey
1901-B Potomac
Houston,TX 77057
(713)783-5445
Class Recorders Julia Taylor
Dill,Wanda HoenckeSpaw,
and Lorena Ramin Steakley
write:
We were sorry to learn of
the death of Rosemary
YeagerTuhnan,May 30.She
was married to Dick Tulman
who died about a year ago.
Together they had 5 children.
We continue our review
of mini-sketches from our
Golden Anniversary—Book
of Memories 8c Histories,
which is still available from
Carolyn Mats at the Association of Rice Alumni.
Charles Rust McDonald
lives in Mobile, Al. He received his M.E.degree in '44
from Auburn and a Naval Engineering degree in '45 from
Cornell. He was involved in
ship building and mining
most of his career. He has
been recognized for his efforts on behalfof the private
minerals industry to protect
their rights to own mineral
deposits in "Public Lands."
He served as an advisor to the
Hart Commission to cleanup
the Dept. of Interior. He
spent much time in Washington, D.C. and on the Pacific
coast with his work.
Burke
Bradford
McGinty received his B.A.
from Rice in '40 and B.S. in
Architecture in '47. He practiced architecture in Houston as a partner with his
brother Milton in the
McGinty Partnership. He was
project architect for Rice Stadium as well as Methodist
Hospital.Their firm designed
buildings for NASA,Exxon,
HISD,St. Martin's Church,
YMCA,Houston Baptist U.,
Armco Steel,Salvation Army,
Shell Oil,Medical Center and
many projects in the city of
Houston. He continued
working with Rice over the
years as evidenced by his de-

sign of the Tennis Stadium
and Owl Club facilities. He
married his childhood sweetheart,Willie Mae Wolfer.We
are sorry to report he died
since our reunion.
Robert McKee, another
ofour Reunion Committee,
lives in Houston. After Rice
graduation, he spent a year
with W.C.Boling Tractor Co.
He served in WWII and the
Korean War,advancing in the
Army from the rank of private to major. He was with
Texas Eastern Transmission
Corp.as an accountant,computer advisor and manager.
In recognition of his generous contributions to the university and its alumni, he received the MeritoriousService
Award for 1992.
Alton Lewis McMillan
lives in Houston. He is an
accountant (CPA), having
served as manager and corporate officer in the petroleum industry and, more recently, as as Asst. Director of
Aviation with the city of
Houston. He is married to
the former Olga Gene Ogden
and has two sons.
Charles Carb Nathan,
until this year, lived in
Socorro, N.M. He received
his B.S. in Ch.E. from Rice
and a Ph.D.in 1949 from U.
of Pittsburgh. His career involved work with Monsanto
Co., Texaco, Betz Lab. PA,
and as a New Mexico Tech
Professor. He served in the
Navy from '44 to'46 and is a
specialist in corrosion studies. He married Sylvia Laufe,
who died in 1986, and they
have four daughters and four
grandchildren.He and Sylvia,
with his sister and her husband,established a library on
Jewish studies in memory of
his mother and father, William M.Nathan'16. Charles
is a history buff,especially on
the U.S. Civil War, Napoleon,and Russia.He not only
has supported Rice but has
kept up with many of his fellow classmates through the
years. We're glad to hear
"Charles is back in town," his
new address being 7520
Brompton #740, Houston,
TX 77025.
Charles A. Palmer and
his wife, Inez, now live in
Palestine and have two children and five grandchildren.
Charles was in the Navy('41'63),serving as a fighter pilot
during WWII. From '63-'88
he was a meteorologist at the
National Center for Atmospheric Research. He was
cited in "Leaders in American Science" in 1968 as a
member of the American
Geophysical Union. He enjoys computer programming

and astronomy. He and Inez
lived in Honolulu for many
years. They traveled extensively in the Orient, Europe,
and the Far East.
Guernsey A.Palmer was
associated with numerous architectural firms in Houston.
He was a staff architect for
Rice for eight years. He married Virginia Cashman '41,
and had three daughters and
five grandchildren. They enjoyed traveling with Virginia's
business to London, Paris,
Mexico, Bermuda and Hawaii. We were sorry that
Guernsey died the day ofour
50th reunion,Nov.1990.We
were glad we had the opportunity to know him.

The Golden Anniver
sa ry dinner oftheClas
of1942 will be held Fri:
day, Nov. 6, at 6:.3t
p.m.,at Cohen House.
For more information:

1912

call Earl and Joye
Wylie (713)622-689

Class Recorder:
Oscar Hibler
P.O. Box 771745
Houston,TX 77215-1745
(713)782-4499
Class Recorder Oscar Hibler
writes:
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
6,1992! Ifyou haven't done
so already, mark that date on
your calendar. It's the date of
our Class of 1942 Golden
Anniversary Dinner.We look
for a big turnout and I look
forward to seeing all of you
again and renewing old acquaintances.

1943
Class Recorder:
Peggy Johnston Gibbons
629 Sandy Mountain Dr.
Sunrise Beach, TX 78643
(915) 388-6659
Class Recorder Peggy
Johnston Gibbons writes:
On a recent trip to Boston,Bill and Eleanor Brown
visited in Cambridge with
Tom Coor and his bride of
one year, Jennie. Early autumn finds Bill and Eleanor
moving into their brand new
home in Houston's Oak Estates.
Posthumous honor has
been accorded "Tex"
Bayless, in the form of the
Alec Bayless Prize,created by
the Northwest wine industry
as "a living tribute to an exceptional friend whose significant contribution ofdedication and support has left a
lasting impact" on the area's
wine industry.
On May 3,Oscar'42 and
Margo Sullivan Hibler'sson
Ted was married in Rice's
chapel to Sibylle Rhein from
Erbach, Germany. Both
August I September '92 39
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ASSNOTES

The following alumni from the
Rice Golden and Silver Anniversary classes are listed as "lost"
on university records.Ifyou have
information on any ofthefollowing, please contact the Alumni
Offwe,Rice University,P.0.Box
1892, Houston, TX 77251,(713)
527-8101, ext. 2224 or 2280.
LOSTfrom the Class of1942
Harry Mendenhall Albaugh
John Henry Allen
Dismore Hubley Bailey, Jr.
Harry L. Bennett
Jonothan H. Bolles
Harry Kale Brill
Ruth (Neal) Browne
Raymond E. Brunson, Jr.
Newman Payne Bullock
James Elmo Burkholder,Jr.
Robert Lawrence Clark
Robert Lewis Cloud
Carl William Craemer
Joe W. Cross
Robert W. Curtis
Robert S. Hurst
John M. Gilliland
George Victor Goddard
Marian Emily Greenwood
Harold D. Hall
Joseph H. Henderson, Jr.
Max W. Holleyman
Anna C. Holman
Alfred Martin Jenkins
Dorothy(Kent) Journeay
Edward E. Kerr
Albert E. Klosters
Sylvia(Odem)Landrum
Charles L. Langley, Jr.
Robert E. Layman
Harleth I. Lewter
Hazel Inez Lewter
Lindsay Ivy Lipscomb
Dearl Joseph Mahan
Amos 0. Marsh
Evelyn Marie Martin
Joseph P. Matthews
Hugh Marcus McBeath, Jr.
Richard McKee
Jack Richard McMahon
Irma(Hansen) Mein
Edward Dunlap Miller
Caleb L. Morris, Jr.
Clarence Myers
Harrison Allen Nelson
James P. Palmer
Grace(Gogola) Perkins
Byron B. Pyeatt
Alexander G. Rodriguez
Herbert Argyle Rogers, Jr.
Charles Leslie Smith
Mary Louise Smith
Joseh B. Sparkman
John Henry Sullivan
Alfred Holt Summers
Robert J. Terrill
Wilson Clarence Terry
William Robinson Thomas
Everitt D. Walker
Joseph Welborn Watson
Bob Hanner White
Bob Lee White
Emmett E. Whitman
Michael A. Whittington
Ben Earp Williams, Jr.
Robert Okelley Wilson

10 Sallyport

young people are in the hotel
business.
It was a sentimental
journey to Australia and
New Zealand for Lewis
Shackelford, who recently
spent two months in the
coastal cities of Sydney,
Brisbane, Perth and Port
Darwin, reviving pleasant
memories of his first Down
Under visit during World War
The second semi-annual
Ant Street Restaurant luncheon meeting of the
Wroxton House alumnae was
held in Brenham in April.
Attending were Houstonians
Hortense Manning Dyer,
Catherine Coburn Hannah,
Ann Tuck Williams, and
Ann Quin Wilson '42,
Austinite Ruth Len tsch
Goines,your Class Recorder
and Betty Lou Smith
Kendall '45, my Wroxton
House roommate and 20year neighbor on Lake LBJ.
Our college student-waitress
was delighted at hearing that,
as college students, we'd all
lived under one roofand now,
50 years later, still took pleasure in getting together.
Dallas Life Magazine in
April carried a letter from
Wally Chapell acknowledging with thanks the
magazine's article on his bike
ride oflast year. Hisletter was
seen by numerous "Wally
Watchers," including Dick
Dwelle of Athens, who sent
me a copy, and Jack Patin.,
and his wife Jane, who also
sent a copy along with a note
saying they'd recently had two
good visits in Rockport with
Hal Schreck '44 and
Marilyn.
The Golden Anniversary
Scholarship Fund drive is
starting down the home
stretch. So far, so good, but
we can't let up yet.
Have you written to your
class recorder this year?

194
Class Recorder:
Larry Hermes
2028 Albans Road
Houston,TX 77005
(713)529-2009
Class Recorder Larry
Hermes writes:
I saw Nat Pryzant the
other day. He is very trim and
slim and spends a lot oftime
at his beach house on
Galveston Island.
I had a short visit with
Leon Heinze at the wedding
reception of his daughter,
Nancy.

Al Pujol is busy running a
family-owned filter business.
Ray and Camille Simpson report that the Simpson
name continues into another
generation with the recent
birth of grandson, Gary
Simpson.
The Golden Anniversary
Scholarship Fund is behind
schedule. Please make your
contribution if you haven't
done so.

1915
Class Recorder:
Jack Joplin
5001 Woodway Drive, Ph 1
Houston,TX 77056-1707
(713)960-1582(home)
(713)498-6331 (office)

1947
Class Recorder:
Emily Butler Osborn
54 Lake Rd.
P. 0. Box 537
Lake Jackson, TX 77566
Class Recorder Emily Butler Osborn writes:
The first meeting of the
Class of'47 Golden Anniversary Scholarship Fund Committee met at Cohen House
on April 10th. Nine members ofthe class were present.
Our class chairman is Al
Woelfel, retired from the
oilfield industry but still active as a consulting engineer.
Also present were Carmalee
DeGeorge, active in Houston real estate, Arthur
Kotch, active in Houston
architecture, and Sara
Meredith Petersen. All have
worked extensively in other
philanthropic fund raising
efforts in Houston and they
participated vigorously and
creatively with suggestionsfor
our Golden Anniversary
Scholarship Fund.
Gil Tausch,still active in
the oilfield industry, shared
with us that he didn't know
why he was present because
he usually didn't volunteer
for anything. Robert
Gleason said his life in retirement was active in creative
landscaping (mowing his
grass) and remembering his
five granddaughters' birthdays. Annette Gano Gragg
told me a little about her
volunteer effortsfor the Bluebird Clinic for children with
neurological problems. She
was dressed in her volunteer's
uniform coming straight to
our meeting from the Methodist Hospital meeting. The
ninth member ofour group,

Dr.Woody Woodson,identified himself as a country
doctor from Wharton,Texas
who still makes house calls.
I also heard from Dr.
Leslie Cookenboo who said
he was back living in Houston for the winter months
because Exxon had called him
as a consultant. He had participated in the class of'46's
reunion. Please, Leslie,don't
abandon the class of'47; we
need you.
Let me hear from you
about what is going on in
your life. Remember this fall
we have our 45th Reunion.
John C.McDonald recently
received recognition for his
work as Orange County
Judge in Progress and Development 1992. In his first year
as judge he has eliminated
the county deficit and is currently operating about one
percent under budget.
Woody Woodson (Clinton
E.)writes:"I joined the class
of'47 after being discharged
from the NavyfollowingWW
II. As a result, I got to know
only a few of my new classmates. On the other hand, I
have quite a few friends from
other preceding classes. You
see, I matriculated at Rice in
1937 and graduated in 1947.
I am sure that represents a
record for undergraduate longevity. My grade point score
would compare favorably
with Pres. Gerald Ford's golf
score.
"On return to Houston,
after the War, I was advised
to forget Medical School,and
`go out and get a job.' Avery
cold,wet winter,followed by
a very hot,dry summer in the
oil fields of East Texas convinced me that I should try
one more time. To my surprise, my grade points improved dramatically. I married Nancy Stephens, an
occupational therapist in the
fall of 1946. After graduation, I entered Medical
School at Galveston. I received my M.D.in 1951,and
returned to the Navy for an
additional two years.
"We moved to Wharton,
where I joined RugeleyBlasingame Clinic in 1953.
In a small town, a general
practitioner gets to wear many
hats. It has been a lot offun
and very gratifying. Our children received a good foundation in the local public school
system,and have given a good
account of themselves. Our
son,Lee,Austin College'70,
received a Ph.D. in pharmacology at Galveston. After a
postdoctorate fellowship at
Mayo Clinic, he returned to

Galveston for his M.D. He is
now an Assistant Professor of
Anaesthesiology there at
UTMB.
"One of our daughters,
Gayle '72, went across the
street for her M.D.at Baylor.
After Surgical Internship/
Residency at Johns Hopkins,
she did a residency in E.N.T.
at Baylor. Following a fellowship under Sir Donald
Harrison,in London,she has
been a research clinician at
Baylor and U.C. San Diego
Medical School. She is presently an Associate Professor
ofOtolaryngology,Head and
Surgery, UCSD. She is also
chief, Division of Head and
Neck Surgery, V.A. Medical
Center, San Diego.
"Susie, our youngest,
graduated from Rice in 1975.
She has a Ph.D. in Anthropology from Brandeis U.She
and her husband, Duane
Marks'74,spent an interesting year in Liberia while she
did her field work for her
dissertation."
"We have six grandsons
and,at last,one granddaughter. Even in retirement,life is
never dull. Nancy hasa needle
pointshop down on the town
square. She also does volunteer work for the Dept. of
Human Services and is heavily
involved in a local community theatrical group, The
Wharton Footcliters.
"All told,I must say that I
am glad I didn't `go out and
get a job!' I would love to
hear from any of my friends.
612 Tennie Ave., Wharton,
TX 77488."

1948
Bashford B. Forristall
writes:"I'm the lone survivor
of the Forristalls. Barbara
passed away in the '50s from
complications after surgery.
George's heart gave up in the
mid '60s, and Peg died in
1979. George graduated
from Rice in '39,Peg in '41,
and while I entered Rice in
the fall of'41,I finally graduated in '48. Via ROTC the
Navy borrowed me for about
3 years.
"In the summer of'48 1
went East to train with
Ingersoll-Rand, met a young
lady from Philadelphia.
whom I married in June '49.
I got her as far as Dallas but
she didn't take too well to
Texas. So in a few years we
were back in Pa. My career
with Ingersoll-Rand made a
world traveler of me—Europe,the Mid-East and South
America. Ann couldn't put
up with the seven children,

and me away from home half
the time. So in '71 we split
the sheets and went our separate ways. This took me to
Kentucky (Mayfield, a small
town 25 miles east of the
Mississippi River) as market
manager for a new I-R Division headquartered there.
"In '74 this division established a license agreement
With Hitachi in Japan, and I
was picked to be the project
manager. So for the next few
Years Tokyo was my home. I
had the collateral occupation
ofbeing the Asia-Pacific sales
manager for this division,
Which involved extensive
travel through the Far East
down to Australia and west
to India.
"When the license agreement had run its course, I-R
wanted someone to open a
liaison office for them in Korea. Having travelled to Korea several times, and liking
the people! met there,! volunteered and got the job
Which kept me busy for the
next three years.
"In early 1980 I returned
to Kentucky as International
Sales Manager for this I-R
division, one reason: to be a
little closer to my family, especially the two youngest
boys who were in college at
Penn. But I-R's international
business (the U.S. too) was
sourin the early'80s,so when
they offered me early retirement in '84, I let them retire
me one day,and hire me back
as a consultant the next.
"Before the year was out I
Was back in Korea as a consultant to I-R for their Korean activities, where I remained until the end of1988.
"At that time my ex was
quite ill, and had become a
burden for several ofthe children,especially my youngest
daughter. So I retired from
active work to become her
Primary care giver. Now that
her health problems have
improved, I volunteered to
be an assistant to the drafting
instructor at the local vo-tech
high school and learned AutoAD (computer aided design) in the process."

1952
George McDanielIII retired
in May 1992 from Dyna Path
System Inc. in Detroit. He's
building a log house in Colorado and moving in August.
,Carol Wheeler Bell writes:
Now remarried for 16 years
to Richard Bell, Ph.D. who
ss'?rks for Social Security Administration. Have lived in

Columbia, Md. since 1969.
Four children: Lucy Hill,
composer and writer, Robin
Hill, sculptor, Orissa Hill
Landan, has two daughters,
Alexandra, 3, and Lydia, I.
Eriksson Hill, chef, and has
two boys, Jesse,6,and Max,
3. I have a Masters of Social
Work and currently am Coordinator ofForensic Services
at the Walter P. Carter Center, Dept. of Health & Mental Hygiene, State of Maryland.
"In 1988 we counted the
Rice graduates in our family:
my uncle Ernest Kennedy
'16?, Ph.D., my uncle
George Wheeler'18,Ph.D.,
Carol Wheeler '52, my sister Mary Wheeler Zelle'57
and brother-in-law John
Zelle '56, my cousin Sue
Wheeler'64,and my cousin
Ralph Wheeler '79.
"Our favorite things to do
now revolve around the
grandchildren and Orioles
baseball! Drop a line: 8900
Stonebrook Lane,Columbia,
MD 21046."

1E4
Class Recorder
Mary Anne Collins
P.O. Box 271
Hunt,TX 78024
Sid Bordelon retired from
Hughes Aircraft in California
last Thanksgiving after 36
years. He is now doing investment managing for his
family and gets up at 8:30
a.m. instead of5 a.m.

1956
Class Recorder:
Maurine Bybee
3800 Chevy Chase
Houston,TX 77019
(713)522-3705

1957
Class Recorder
Dixie Leggett
13411 Kingsride
Houston, TX. 77079
(713)468-5929
Class RecorderDixie Leggett
writes:
As our 35th year reunion
approaches, I've been thinking how good it is to belong
to the class of'57! Just consider that,even after 35 years,
your classmates are still your
friends. They want to get together,hear what you've been
doing and what you're planning for the future, learn of

your trials, as well as your
triumphs, and, yes, listen to
your jokes and stories.
Our 35th year reunion will
provide a great opportunity
to renew class friendships.
Plan on two class reunion
parties. By October 1 you
will receive an invitation with
party and reservation details,
as well as a Rice brochure
describing other Homecoming activities. If you would
like to help work on the reunion,call Elaine Illig Davis,
713/783-3316,orme,713/
468-5929.
As the years race by,these
times together grow increasingly special. Let's dare to
hope that all ofus will be able
to attend this Homecoming
reunion.
I was glad to hear from
Jack Throckmorton recently. Jack retired as a colonel after his 28-year career in
the U.S. Marine Corps. He is
now settled in Arlington,
Texas.He enjoys having time
to play golfevery day and also
do some traveling. He's especially happy that his children and four grandchildren
live in Texas where he can see
them often.
LaNelle McReynolds'
longterm interest in photography has taken a new turn,as
she is now a partner in Hunter
Video Productions. She produces videos for individuals
and businesses, as well as for
a variety of other interesting events—the Houston
Tenneco Marathon, a
UNICEF piece,the Sunshine
Kids' summer trip and Barbara Bush's visit to
Brookwood. One ofLaNelle
and Bland's great joys continues to be their children
and six grandchildren.

1958
Class Recorder:
Phyllis Walton
4233 Harpers Ferry Road
Birmingham, AL 35213
(205)870-0332
Class Recorder Phyllis
Walton writes:
Hi! Here I sit in "Big A"
tending to our new grandson
and his momma. I'd forgotten how rewarding and overwhelming such duty is.
As we prepare to celebreate
Dr. George Williams' 90th
birthday, I remember Dr.
Williams as a lively, confrontational, enthusiastic and
friendly teacher with whom a
student could vehemently
disagree and still enjoy an
open and warm relationship.
His aim seemed to be to cause

a student to think—a mark of
an excellent professor. Congratulations to a delightful
gentleman.
While in Houston,I talked
to Annita (Fites) Schwartz
who finally bid adieu to Lamar
P.T.A. when her "baby"
graduated in May. Hello
"Empty Nest"—at last!
Annita reports that
Annette(La Bauve)Bassett,
who lives in New York City
on the weekends, has retired
from the library system.
Annette had a recent trip to
Eastern Europe with her two
daughters and a son-in-law.
Since one of her daughters
lives in Munich, language
barriers were lessened
through much oftheir exciting travels.
Joan Bushy Ryan has
been back in Houston for
almost two years as Frank
has returned to Rice,and the
Ryans really like being a part
ofthe city. Since their departure when Frank went into
pro-ball, Houston has
changed immensely. She has
jumped right into many activities at Rice,such as being
a member of the Board of
Friends of Fondren Library.
By the way,a giant book sale
is planned to benefit the library,and many ofthe books
will come right off the overloaded shelves of Rice Alurns. If you or anyone you
know might want to donate
tomes to this worthy enterprise, please call the office of
"Friends" at 713/285-5157.
What a wonderful way to cull
your burgeoning back
shelves.
Joan is also involved with
the Shepherd School of Music, the Faculty Wives Club
and Women's Athletics at
Rice. The Wives Club sponsors varying projects,including a swap shop for graduate
students (remember those
days!) and a ministry to foreign students to help them
adjust to their radically new
situations.TheWomen'sAthletics group sponsored a
walkathon to benefit their
needs and guess who gallantly
trooped along with a big
smile? Jim Greenwood,
that's who! He got Joan's
vote that day for sure!
The Ryans saw Jimmy
Middleton in California not
long ago. Ofcourse, Jimmy
is with ARCO,and the report
is he looks wonderful,fit and
happy. He apparently is
"some more golfer" and glad
to be enjoying the beauty of
Pacific Palisades.
Don Caddes is back in
California in the Silicon Valley,where he is working with
Burton McMurtry '56.

Joan also saw Patti
(Blackledge) Blide, who is
now in Lubbock. After successfully teaching in
Richardson for many years,
she is teaching teachers how
to teach while looking
younger than her students.
How doesshe do it?
Congratulations to Steve
Shaper as he was elected an
Alumni Governor in the latest elections. It's good to see
such a fine and wise gentleman handling the affairs of
Rice.

The Class of1947 147
celebrate its 45th r1
union on Friday, No;
6, with a dinner purl
at

6:30

p.m.

Farnsworth Parilim
Ley Student Centel
For Mformation, cm'
tact Sara Peterso

1959

(713)621-2936.

Class Recorder:
Tommie Lu Maulsby
2256 Shakespeare
Houston,TX 77030
(713)664-5042

The Class of1952 wil
celebrate its 40th
union on Saturday

Class Recorder Tonttnie Lu
Maulsby writes:
Pat (Ivy) and Jim '58
Cauley have a granddaughter, the adorable Kelsey
Nicole, born to Kyle and
Nancy Cauley on February
23. Jim's business these days
is Document Duplicators,
Inc., and Pat is still teaching
in Baytown.
I recently ran into Sam
Denney, of Fort Worth, in
front of my office building.
Sam reported that he had just
returned from a visit with Jim
and Flo(Fisher'62)Parker
where Jim is a U.S. District
Court (10th Circuit) Judge
in Albuquerque, N.M.
Gary Griffin writes that
on February 10, he and E.J.
McIlvain won the Fourth
Annual Rice Basketball Reunion with a steal by Griffin
and a shot by McIlvain with
five seconds to go. The final
score was66-65.Forty-seven
former players showed up.
That's the way to show those
young whippersnappers. Gary
has completed 21 years with
ANCO Insurance in Bryan,
Texas and is their new Executive Vice-President and Corporate Sales Manager. Gary
says"hi"to all his"old"classmates.
Bill Hall and Bill
Merriman '67 who joined
forces three years ago have
been busy. Some ofthe Hall
& Merriman Architects, Inc.
projects have been the South
Main Baptist Church addition, the Rice Physics building renovation, master plans
for St. Phillip Presbyterian
Church and Memorial Drive
Presbyterian Church,and the
Lake Jackson Library and
CNB Bank of Bellaire renovations and additions.

Nov. 7, with a dinnel
party in the RM1
Grand Hall. For men:
details, contact A.I

Jensen(713)524-232.
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As far as I know, Walter
Moore is our "most decorated" classmate of this past
year. He was honored as REA
Outstanding Engineer at
Homecoming last November
and was one ofthe honorees
at the ARCS Gala this March.
His success and honors do
not surprise me. I remember
Walter quietly and modestly
coming to the rescue of the
leader of our Math 100 review section who had lost his
way in the problem he was
putting on the blackboard.
This was the week before we
started our freshman year.
Robert B.Morin wasone
ofthe recipients ofthe 1992
Distinguished Alumni Award.

1961
Class Recorder:
Nancy Burch
3311 Stoney Brook
Houston,TX 77063
(713) 781-3634

113
Class Recorder:
Kathleen Much
1065 Greenwood Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 328-9779
(415) 321-2052

1964
Class Recorder:
Dale Gentry Miller
20406 Chadbury Park Drive
Katy, TX 77450

1966
Paul Jones(Wicss)moved to
Caracas, Venezuela,in 1991
to work for Exxon International. His son,Edward,is in
Community College in New
Jersey; son, Stephen, graduates from The Hill School in
Potsdam,Penn.,in May;and
his daughter, Kathy, is attending the U. of Arizona.

1967
Sheila M. Mahan (Jones)
writes: "After 24 years in
Eugene I moved to the big
city—Portland—to work for
the city government as a strategic planner for information
technology. Recently, I was
promoted to customer services manager and am now
responsible for customer outreach from the computer ser-

42 Sallyport

vices division to the many
bureaus within the city that
use automation and information technology. I welcome
calls from Portland Rice
grads: 796-6918 (work),
224-7176(home).

IDifil
Class Recorder:
Judy Maio Ragland
209 Palm Aire
Friendswood, TX 77546

1969
Class Recorder:
Kathleen Callaway
8, rue Leon Blum
33400 Talence
France
John F. Sorte (Hanszen)
writes: "On April 30, I became president and CEO of
New Street Capital Corp.,the
new companyemergingfrom
the bankruptcy of Drexel
Burnham Lambert."

1970
Chuck Lavazzi (Lovett)
writes: "I'd like to start this
report with a list of things I
haven't done. Since graduating in 1970 with a bachelor's
in psychology, I have NOT:
founded a small but growing
high-tech company; become
the junior/senior partner in a
legal, architectural, or accounting firm; authored an
Important Book on any field
at all; become the chair ofany
academic department in any
university;been elected to any
significant office; nor earned
a Ph.D.in any field(although
I do have an MA.). Which is
why I've never gotten around
to writing one ofthese,since
every one I've seen seems to
fall into the above pattern. I
was beginning to feel guilty
that I hadn't Conquered the
World and figured I'd best
just shut up.
"Why speak up now? Because I'm pretty well sick and
tired of the image that the
mediocretin mass media seem
intent on painting ofmy generation. You'd think that we
were all brie-munching
yuppies with loads ofdisposable income, health-club
memberships and the politically correct number ofoverachieving children. All right,
I confess,I DO go to a health
club five days a week, but
otherwise I'm not even close.
Time to hear from one ofthe
rest of us.

"So. My master's is in experimental psychology and I
knocked around that field for
awhile as an engineering psychologist for McDonnell
Douglas(which paid well,but
wasn't much fun) and as a
senior research technician in
the psychiatry department at
Washington U. (more fun,
less money). I actually coauthored a paper on opiate
addiction which was published in the International
Journal ofAddictions.
"Grant money ran out,
and I ended up as a social
services supervisor for the
state ofMissouri,finally dropping the behavioral sciences
altogether to work for Southwestern Bell. I'm still working for them, in fact. I'm a
systems analyst in the LAN
support group. Yes,it's true:
I'm now a full-fledged 'computer geek.' And it's actually
fun, most of the time.
"On the non-professional
end I got married, got divorced (it's all the rage these
days) and bought a house,
not necessarily in that order.
I've done A LOT of theatre
since my Rice Players days
(current favorite roles:
Jonathan in Arsenic and Old
Lace and Oberon in A
Midsummer's Night Dream)
and even get an occasional
paying gig on the TeeVee
(appeared in an episode of
"Unsolved Mysteries" about
a year ago;a speaking role,no
less). My fiancée and I do a
weekly radio show ("One
Step Beyond"--eclectic music, comedy, general weirdness) on KDHX-FM, which
is St. Louis'version ofKPFT,
where we also produce an
artscalendar that airssix times
daily. I'm also the principal
performing arts critic there.
I've appeared on stage with
David Ossman, made my
commercial recording debut
(on the "Who Ate the Canary" CD by a local group,
The New Golden Rocket,on
the Chat Noir label), and interviewed folks like Gretchen
Wyler, Tommy Thompson
and Tom Lehrer on the radio. Could be worse.
"Sorry about the length,
but I've got a lot to catch
up on. I'd like to hear from
some of my old classmates.
Drop me a line at: 4164
Shaw,St. Louis, MO 63110
or send me electronic
mail via the internet at:
c10729@swuts.sbc.com or
Chucklavazzi@bbs.oitunc.ectu.
Jo Ann Weinberg Taurog
Pasternack (Jones) writes:
"On April 4, I married Eric
Pasternack,a man with whom
I have more in common than

I thought possible: values,
interests, even internal thermostats and clocks! He is a
geologist with ARCO,is lots
offun and is culturally literate. With four teenagers between us, not to mention
eight pets(not including the
three rats), we are keeping
quite busy. My son, Aaron
Taurog, considered his acceptance to Rice long and
hard, but finally chose to attend Harvey Mudd College
in Claremont, Calif."

1972
Carlton M.Caves(Hanszen)
writes:"On August 1,1 take
up a new position as professor ofphysics and astronomy
at the U. of New Mexico.
The entire family—me, wife
Karen(Kahn),son Jeremy,5,
and daughter Eleanor, 3—
looks forward keenly to
downsizing from L.A. to Albuquerque."
Dan Henderson (Will Rice)
writes: "Some of us take
longer than others to switch
from SE to academ. After
cramming a four-year program into five years,and narrowly escaping Rice with a
bachelor's in physics, I spent
12 yearsdoing computer software development and consulting, and finally got promoted to my level of
incompetence, managing
software development for a
few small turnkey systems
houses in Houston. As psychotherapy took effect, I got
tired of being surrounded by
Type-A workaholics who had
better relationships with machines than with other people.
So I took the undergraduate
psychology curriculum at U.
of Houston and entered a
California non-residential
graduate school in clinical
psychology in 1984, finally
finishing a master's last year
and plodding onward toward
the Ph.D. Along the way
got divorced in 1977,remarried in 1981,and,sadly, lost
my only child, Nathan, in
1988, to AIDS after a contaminated blood transfusion
during his treatment for leukemia. Early this year Toby
and I moved back to the old
neighborhood, a duplex on
Bissonnet between Shepherd
and Greenbriar, where she
also has her private psychotherapy practice. I'd enjoy
hearing from old friends, either at home (713/5245418) or the hospital where
I'm doing my internship
(713/983-3474).See you at
our 20th reunion!"

Craig Roberts (612-4641087)(Sid Rich)writes:"After working as an engineer
for a couple ofyears,I taught
ninth grade physical science
in the Lanier Middle School
Science Lab in 1977-78 as
part of the Lanier Vanguard
Magnet School Program. I
resigned from the teaching
position to run unsuccessfully
for the Houston School
Board in 1977 and received
support from
Becky
(Greene) Udden '73,Tom
Greene '71 and Lorilee
Philpot.
"In 1978, I moved from
Houston with future wife
Fiamma di Gioia(we married
in 1979)first to Arizona,then
to Minnesota in pursuit of a
doctorate degree in family
sociology. After numerous
publications,I abandoned the
quest, partially due to the almost non-existent job market.
"For the past six years I
have found a life back in computers, this time working as
an independent consultant,
programming and training
with PC databases. Those familiar with my writing skills
at Rice would be surprised at
how well my training materials have been received. At a
conference last fall I found
Les Pinter'74 is doing similar work. We had planned to
collaborate from California
to Minnesota on a couple of
teaching and writing projects.
I am sorry to hear that he has
passed away since then.
"As for the rest ofmy life,
I've camped in the BWCA,
built a canoe,taken up international folk dancing and am
currently president ofour local public library board. And
I'm looking forward to the
20th reunion of our 1972
class."

1973

Patti Anderson (Brown)
writes: "You've probably
wondered what in the world
I've been doing, since you
know I haven't been writing
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a lot ofletters.Well,I've spent
some time reading my horoscope [GEMINI (May 21June 21)Many Geminis quit
school before graduation.
Not because they're stupid.
It just takes too dam long to
finish. Ifonly there were a pill
You could take and then,
boom, you could know everything. In reality, you have
to harness your brain and focus your mind. All you need
now is a good pair ofblinders
and a little Krazy Glue to
stick you to the chair.] Now
I've given my job a pink slip
and am moving on to explore
the plant world.
"I'll be studying botany
for the next three years at the
City U. of New York and
looking for medically useful
Plants from the tropics. After
July 20, my office will be in
the Bronx (sorry, no more
800 number): New York
Botanical Garden, Institute
for Economic Botany,Bronx,
NY 10458.
"So now I'm saving for a
good setofblinders and lookingfor an organic Krazy Glue!
I'll let you know ifI decide to
Move to Rio to have an easier
commute to the rain forest or
to the Bronx to be able to
Walk to school."
15-ni5 P. Stout,Ph.D. held a
reading/signing party at
River Oaks Book Store, May
12. Her novel, Home Truth,
Was published by Soho Press
in May.

17
John Anderson(Baker) is a
new senior editor of Town &
Country's staff. With his wife
Hilary Hevenor,Anderson is
the author of Burning Down
the House, a book on the
MOVE bombing and fire in
Philadelphia. The editor of
The Library ofAmerica's two
volume collection of
RaYmond Chandler, he is at
Work on a biography of the
writer for Alfred A. Knopf.
Anderson has a Ph.D. from
Yale and has taught literature
at Yale,Penn and Swarthmore
College.
e!artis McKallip, Jr. (Will
Rice) writes: "My wife and I
and our two children are currently living in Austin,Texas.
have just finished publish5 new book entitled Vim izing Economics: The Art of
Investing Without Statistics.
Anyone interested in what
kind of economics an architecture student can dream up
should get in
touch."
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1977
Iman Abdallah (Sid Rich)
writes: "1992 has been an
eventful year so far. I was
married on Valentine's Day
to Carolyn Gold. Carolyn is a
trademark attorney,originally
from Ottawa,Canada.We are
presently living in South Orange, N.J. I also recently received my first patent, for a
fabric tie fastener(U.S.Patent
No. 5,109,547),issued May

5.Deborah Hadjes Funti
(Baker)was married November 9 and writes: "My sister
and I still have two nice stores
in the French Quarter, and
during Mardi Gras I still post
a sign in our window offering
'Free Pralines with Rice University ID.'This year we also
got a response from some
alumni who received free pralines after showing us their
rings. That's all for now.
When in New Orleans, stop
in and say 'Hi!' at Gumbo
YaYa or Gumbo Heads, our
two stores on Bourbon
Street."

Donna L. Boyce Bennett
(Baker) writes: "Tonight a
great horned owl hooted in
the woods for a while and
then soared over the backyard and attracted the attention of the dog. The sight
and sound reminded me of
my college days, rooming
near Anni and Samantha's
cage—and inspired me to
write a short status note.
"I'm living in North Carolina and have been married
for two wonderful years to
Norm Bennett. I still love
butterflies and took a terrific
trip with a Rice Alumni travel
group to Mexico where I was
awed by the masses of overwintering Monarchs. I've
become an official Duke Blue
Devils fan—especially since
earning a MALS degree in
'89.
"Norm and I invite visitors who are in the RTP area
to stop by."

1979
M.D.
Raab,
Vicki
(Hanszen), married Steven
Fineberg March 15. She
writes:"I was attended by my
sister Kathy Vieyra '74
(Baker) as matron of honor.
My brother-in-law Daniel

Vieyra '74 (Hanszen) and
friends Martha Espinosa'80
(Hanszen), Donald Nino
'79, M.D. (Sid Rich), and
Terry Dwan '79 (Baker)
were all honored guests.
"I am a neurologist in
Long Branch, N.J., while
Steve is a banker in New York
City. Martha runs Donald's
family practice office in
Channelview,Texas.Terry is
an architect in Milan, Italy."
Stephanie Eijsink-Roehr
(Hanszen) writes: "My
Dutch husband, Han, and I
have now returned with our
two young girls to the States
[from Germany], and I'll be
starting a family-medicine
residency at UT-Tylerin July.
It's so good to be back in this
country and in Texas—we
lived in Utah for 1-1/2 years
when wecame back and Texas
is friendlier."

Class Recorder:
Richard Morris
9555 Cloverdale
San Antonio,TX 78250
(512)523-1820(home)
(512) 342-6063(work)

and Richard Viebig '62
(Baker). At the end of the
afternoon,I realized why Richard looked so familiar to
me. He was a Baker community associate while I was Extemal V.P.! George and Mary
live in the Baltimore, Md.,
area. I bet they'll send in the
next news themselves!
"I have been living in Richmond,Va.,for the past three
years with my husband,Rick,
and our three-year-old twins,
Stephen and Drew. I have
full-time employment as a
mother and volunteer.
There's some guilt involved
with not continuing to use
my engineering education
right now, but I made the
best choice for us. Besides,
there's more guilt from sending my husband to do the
corporate job while I get to
do the fun stuff
"Many thanks to those
who planned the 10-year reunion. It was a good turnout, and a great opportunity
to catch up with some ofthe
people I had lost track of
during my various relocations."

1982

Debbie Brown Cellar
(Jones)writes:"I decided that
after 10 years, it was time to
catch up with a few Rice
friends,so.. After graduating
in 1982,1 wenton to medical
school at Baylor,where I met
my husband, John Cellar.
Though he is a UCLA graduate,I decided everything else
about him was to my liking,
and we were married in January 1987. We both then did
our residencies at Baylor in
anesthesiology.In July 1991,
after completing our residencies, we moved to Campbell,
Class Recorder:
Calif., outside of San Jose.
B. David Brent
John joined a group ofanes333 Julia Street,#310
thesiologists in San Jose,while
New Orleans, LA 70130
I prepared for our baby's ar(504)581-1805 (home)
rival. On October 18,we were
(504)588-5314(work)
blessed with an adorable baby
girl, Courtney Elyse, who is
Lynn Pugh Kaerwer(Baker)
growing by leaps and bounds.
writes: "I was never terrific
In February, I returned to
about meeting deadlines
work part-time, as a subconwhile at Rice, but I believe
tractor in John's group. We
this may be a record for
are loving parenthood and
tardiness...George Hall
even liking our jobs! Look(Wiess)made the mistake last
ing forward to seeing friends
summer ofasking me to send
and classmates at this year's
in the announcement of his
homecoming!"
marriage to Mary Walsh. It
was a lovely outdoor wedAmanda Lewis (Brown)
ding, with many lovely Rice
writes: "Recently, I returned
alumni in attendance:
to Cincinnati from a fun trip
George's brother, Dennis
to Houston with my husband,
Hall '77 (Wiess), Lucy
John Eisenlohr'90(Ph.D.)
Deckard (Brown), Gus
and our four sons. While
Williamson and Dave
there, Arlette Molina
Klimarczewski (both Wiess) (Brown), Bess Bledsoe

Karen E.Lee(Jones)writes:
"I am currently a lecturer in
the department of design at
UCLA and am teaching
courses in photography and
computers." She received a
1991 MFA from the USC
School ofCinema-Television
(production emphasis) in
1991,and an MFA from Stanford U. (photography emphasis) in 1984.

1981

Wareing(Brown)and I had
a wonderful night on the
town. Naturally, they both
looked spectacular. They got
me psyched for our upcoming 10th reunion. Between
now and November I've got
to figure out a wildly exciting
and high-powered career to
flaunt before my fellow '82
alums!"
Ric Liskow (Hanszen)
writes:"Doug Kennedy,Ric
'The Jammer' Liskow,
Tomy 'Vito' Pauroso and
Lee Stockseth (collectively
known as 'The FBI,'
Hanszen) met in Corpus
Christi at El Rincon (home
ofLee)for a final weekend of
debauchery to say 'goodbye'
to Vito. Capt. Vito, as he is
known in the Army,left San
Antonio,June 8 for a post in
Tokyo, Japan. He, his wife,
GayePauroso'84(Hanszen),
and their children, Courtney,
7, and Grayson, 4, will be
stationed near Tokyo for the
next three years.
"'The FBI' reunion was
filled with memories,wagering at the dog track, golf,
basketball and some lipstick
thrown in. Major `hangage'
was the order ofthe day. The
highlight was Doug's 75-foot
putt from the fringe at the
12th hole of the Corpus
Christi Country Club.
"After it was all over,'The
Jammer' returned to Dallas
to his wife Jennifer and
daughter Mattie,3,where he
could agonize about whether
he will make partner in December at Jenkens &
Gilchrist,P.0.,a Dallas-based
law firm. Doug returned to
Houston to his adoring wife,
Ingrid, where he will continue to save the world from
its environmental problems
(or contribute to its environmental problems,depending
upon the client) as staff
hydrogeologist in the Hazardous Waste Services Group
at Entrix. Lee stayed on at
Corpus Christi, cleaning up
the mess and basically continuing as CEO at SLM
Power Group, a distributor
of heavy truck parts. Maybe
someday Lee might even get
married.
"Good luck Tony,we will
miss you."

The Brown Colleg
graduates from th
Classes of 1974-198
will hold a reunion ce,
ebration at Brennan
Restaurant on Sun.
Nor. 8, at 11:30 a.rn
For more irtibrmatioc
please

call

Vick

Gardner Wall, (713
522-7979, or Am
Brechin, (214) 52:.
7643.

The Class 41977 wi
celebrate its 15th 11
union on Saturda)
Nov. 7, at 7:30 pin
with a Mexican fiest
at Baker College. Ft
information,

ca

Donna Yeager (71.!
664-5493 or 831-471
on Rice Campus.

The Class of1982 wi
celebrate its 10th n
union on Saturda:,
Nov. 7, with a Caju
party at Willy's Put
at 7:00 p.m. For iofo
mation,pleaseconta
,4rlette Molina (7L
782-5785 or(713).19
1962.
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The Class of 1987 will
?elebrate its fifth reunion on Saturday.
Nov. 7, with a party t
Farnsworth Pavilion,
Ley Student Center.
For information, call
Cathy Bell (713) 6229195.

Martha S. Rinehart(Baker)
writes: "In honor of the 10
year anniversary ofRice's69th
commencement,three 1982
graduates of note and three
oftheir dear friends gathered
to celebrate at an undisclosed
location, far, far, far beyond
the hedges. Edward Burke
(Baker),Christopher Knoll
(Baker), Cynthia Pincus
Miller '80 (Baker) and her
husband, Harris, Martha
Rinehart (Baker) and her
charming husband, Chaz
Wamplod (Baker), above,
cavorted, supported and reported. All were stunned by
the strength of the bonds
forged 14 years ago and lamented the absence ofothers
who shall remain nameless
(you know who you are).
Look for us in five years at
another undisclosed location."
Melissa D. Tonn M.D.
(Brown) is now medical director of Occupational
Health Services for Memorial Healthcare.

Sam and Leanne Scott(Will
Rice) moved from Houston
to Honolulu, where Leanne
had a teaching job until the
birth oftheir daughter,Sarah
Alana,in March.Sam is mapping and graphing as a property analyst for a law firm.
Nora Lee Walker (Jones)
writes:"This has been a very
big year for me.I got married
in October to Edmund
Curran, a mech. e. from the
Rice of the North—M.I.T.
He works for Solvay Automotive in Detroit. So, I'm
doing a residency in internal
medicine at William Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oak,
Mich. We have been pen pals
for three years because he was
working for Solvay in Brussels. Now that I have finished
medical school and his company has transferred him back
to the U.S., we are married.
"Several Rice alumni were
there to celebrate. Matt
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Muller'80 (Lovett) and his
wife, Clarissa, came to San
Antonio from Houston.
Wendy Young'82(Lovett)
flew in from Florida with her
own descendant ofan Alamo
hero, Robert Bowie. Jay
Bauerle'83(Will Rice),who
is also at UTMB, Howard
Shapiro '85 (Lovett), Carrie Brandt Carlson '84
(Jones) and her husband,
Curt Carlson, also convened
in San Antonio to celebrate
this fiesta.
"So for my new digs in
Detroit...are there any Owls
there? I would like to get
together with them."
David C.Wolfe (Baker)
writes: "Just wanted to report that Ijoined the Foreign
Service in October 1991 and
that my wife Pamela and I are
assigned to Guatemala City
for two years. I'll be working
as a Consular Officer."

1984
Class Recorder:
Melissa Hawley
1564 Tanglewood Ln. #11
Escondido, CA 92029
Mario Cavazos (Will Rice)
writes:"I left IBM to start my
own company, Cavazos DP
Solutions,in San Jose, Calif.
The company provides system/network programming
services."
Pritzi Scheffel Griffis
(Jones) writes: "I married
Andrew Griffis(ofMSOE and
Marquette U.in Milwaukee,
Wis.) in Austin, Dec. 17,
1988. After our honeymoon,
I moved to Mass.,where Andy
had already begun doctoral
work in electrical engineering at the U. of Massachusetts. For the past three years
I've worked for an environmental consulting firm,
Groundwater Technology,
Inc., helping perform
groundwater clean-ups. On
April 21, we welcomed our
first child into the world,
Nicholas Andrew. Andy
hopes to finish his Ph.D. this
summer and is currently job
hunting. At this time,it looks
like we'll be moving to Tucson, Ariz., at the end of the
summer."
Janine Wieman-Schwedes
(Jones) writes: "I am currently working at Oncogene
Science, a rapidly growing
bio-tech firm on Long Island. I recently had a visit
from Joan Meaney '83
(Jones) who is my daughter
Kathryn's godmother."

1985
Class Recorder:
David Phillips
6013 Ridgeview Drive
Alexandria, VA 22310
(703)960-9249
Robert J. Lain (Sid Rich)
writes: "Lisa and I have just
settled in here [Bonita, Calif.] after I completed my
master's degree in economics and she completed her
tour in the Defense Intelligence Agency. We look forward to seeing or hearing
from any of my classmates in
the area!"
David B. Lowe (Sid Rich)
writes:"Still slouching toward
the Ph.D. in Russian literature here at Michigan (and I
thought SWC sports was a
big deal).'Howdy'to fellow
Sid, MOB,Russian, etc., alurns."
Michelle Schultz Meiches
(Jones) writes: "Dr. Mark
Meiches'84(Will Rice) and
I FINALLY got married on
March 29 in Dallas! In the
wedding was Dr. Raymond
Russell'84(Will Rice). Also
attending: Dr. Kerry Strong
Russell (Brown), Ann
Viereck Herndon (Jones),
Dr. Nhan Truong '84(Sid
Rich), and Dr. Jeff Michel
(Will Rice). We chose'Louie,
Louie' as our recessional
(honest)!
"I'm working as a general
manager for AMC Theaters
in Dallas and have seen lots of
Owls come through my
doors.
"Mark is finishing his final
year of radiology residency
and his chief residency at
Parkland Hospital. He will
then complete a one-year fellowship in MRS at Baylor
Hospital in Dallas."

Class Recorder:
Cliff and Alice Dorman
3315 Quiet Lake Drive
Katy, TX 77450
(713) 395-2168(home)
(713)527-4649(work)
(713)493-8484(work)
Eric Evans (Jones) writes:
"After a three-year romance,
Nancy Reiter '91 (Jones)
and I were married April 11
in New Braunfels,Texas.The
wedding reception was held
outdoorsin Landa Park,amid
spring foliage and a beautiful
evening. The reception featured an ample German/
Swedish buffet dinner and a

local polka band which played
at the adjacent dance pavilion. Joining us for the fest
were many Rice people, including:Doug Bain(Jones),
who served faithfully and well
as best man (and looks stunning in a tux, I'm told),
Valerie Hurt '91 (Jones),
Nancy's longtime roommate
and maid of honor, eternal
Jones Master,Dr.Walter Isle,
Dr.CliffAtherton,JeffBates
'90, Lisa Berman, Bence
Wise Curtis,Dave Gregory,
Laura Healey'90,Joyce Ivy,
Jenny Kavinsky Hannifin,
Cheri Kedrowski '89,
Carole Landisman '88,
Christine Lunsford '91,
Alex Malinin,Basil Nichols
'84, Jennifer Null, Kris
Raymer,Denise Taylor'85,
Richard Torres, Liz
Vazquez'91,Lynn Weekes
'88,Electra Westerlage'89,
Yuko Yamamura '91 (all
Jones); Pat Brown '87
(Lovett), T.J. Brudner '88
(Wiess), Chris Curtis
(Lovett), Eric Davis '90
(Wiess/KTRU),Vick Fisher
'85(Will Rice),Ross Garson
(Wiess), Julie Wilkinson
Gregory (Will Rice),
Annette Mertens '85
(Lovett), Alan Rodgers'80
(Wiess), Claire Saxton '89
(Lovett), and Robert
Stewart'88 (Sid Rich).
"Contrary to rumors,Lam
NOT a Mormon missionary
in South America. I'm not
even Mormon. Nancy and I
have been living in Austin
since last year,and we'll probably be here a good while.
I'm currently working at the
U.ofTexas Applied Research
Laboratory, designing and
building software for computer network communication and distributed systems.
Nance is working at Texas
Folklife Resource, a foundation that supports folk music,
art,crafts,etc.She is basically
running the business end of
their office. Our mailing address is 2003-B Sharon Lane,
Austin,TX 78703.Let's hear
from y'all!"
Larry Lesser (Hanszen)
writes:"I've left UT,but I'm
still in Austin,celebrating the
release of Afterglow, my first
tape of the original acoustic
music, which I've been writing since '83. Co-producer
Ed Loewenstein'87(Baker)
played three kinds of guitars
on the nine-song tape."

1987
Jane Butcher (Hanszen)
writes:"I was married March
21 to Lee Zanger. We both
want to thank all of our
Rice friends who made the
long trip to Vassar in
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., to he
with us on our wedding day
Rice alums in attendance in
eluded many Hanszenites.
Andrea Neighbors '86 and
her husband Andy Kopplin
'88 (Baker), Nikki Ogier,
Henry Bourne '84, Lydia
Plamp '86, Andreas
Hablutzel'88,Joe Crivello,
Janet Jackson '88 and her
husband, Todd Ranheim
'86 (Wiess), Jon Scott '86,
Kristen Swartwout'88,Ken
Soh '89, Matt Brown '85,
Steve Findley '86, Becca
Heald, and Lynn Solliday.
Thanks for making it a great
day! Unfortunately my old
roomie Margaret Bourne
Dickinson (Hanszen) and
her husband,Joey Dickinson
(Hanszen),couldn't be with
us because Margaret was
about to deliver their first
child. Congratulations to
Margaret and Joey on the
birth of their son, Paul Joseph Dickinson II!
"Lee and!are both on the
faculty at the White Mountain School,a small boarding
school just north ofFranconia
Notch in Littleton, N.H.
During the winter, classes
ended at 12:30 every day so
that the entire school could
go skiing at Cannon Mountain for the afternoon! The
long nightsin the dorm make
up for that benefit, but we
thoroughly enjoyed being
outside every afternoon. I'll
be studying at Dartmouth this
summer, so we'll be staying
around the North Country.
Please come visit us!The campus is like a resort in the
summer...Next year I'll also.
be working as the director of
college counseling, so hopefully one ofour students will
make it to Rice!"
Frances Egler (Lovett)
writes: "After doing time at
Children's Television Workshop in New York, I am escaping the real world and in
September will begin a MFA
in Theatre Administration at
the Yale School of Drama. If
anyone else is ensconced in
New Haven, please drop by
and say howdy(though I cannot promise free tickets). In
June I saw the fabulous I.
Edward Thomas '88
(Lovett) in Chicago, where
he currently holds court at
the Chicago Children's The-
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Leslie Henderson Goldberg
(Will Rice) writes: "I have
been in Edinburgh,Scotland,
working on a Ph.D. in comPuter science since fall of
1987. I have really enjoyed
living in Britain,and I recomrnend Edinburgh to anyone
Who is planning a vacation.
"On August24oflast year
I married an English guy
called Paul Goldberg (pictured above). The wedding
was held in Los Alamos,N.M.
The guests included David
Chapman '88 (Lovett),
Tasha Neeper Chapman
(Lovett), Robert Hamden
'86 (Will Rice), Dessie
Shirley Pierce (Will Rice),
Greg Keaton (Baker),
Lawrence Herrera (Will
Rice), Kathy Aman Solomon '88 (Will Rice), Richard Solomon(Hanszen)and
Laura Heisz (Will Rice). It
was great to see so many of
my Rice friends again.
. "Paul and I will be moving to Albuquerque, N.M.,
at the end ofAugust. I will be
starting a research job at
Sandia Labs. Paul is busy finishing his Ph.D.in computer
Science at the moment(I finished in February),so he will
look for a job after we get to
Albuquerque.
"I look forward to seeing
More of you when we move
the U.S."
Stacy Jones (Will Rice)
writes:"On April 4,I played
the role of maid of honor at
the Wedding of my EVIL
WIN Holly '88 (Lovett),
who married Chris Wright,a
eol:ihysicist for Amoco. He
is a terrific all-around athlete,
er'Pecially on the tennis court,
out the guy can't play basketball to save his life.. Despite
,t1?is handicap,Holly still loves
nilh and will devote her life to
schooling
him in the ways of
'Port. Also taking part in
ceremony were Beth

(Quinn)Toon'88(Lovett)
and Mcmi (Morrison) Fox
(Brown). Those who blew
off watching the Final Four
to witness this miracle event
included Jeanne Blaney
(Jones), Gwen (Johnson)
Sarnora '88 (Brown), and
Bakerites: Glenda Jensen
'88,Edith Adams'88,Mike
Rogers '88 with his fiancée,
Carrie Quinn, John Steuby
'88, David Eganoff '90,
Dean Henigsman '84, and
Robin Castell '90 with her
fiancé, former assistant basketball coach Dan Kelley.
"As of June, Holly and
Chris will be living in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, for 10
months. Ifyou will be traveling in that area, please try to
look her up. Just ask around
for the loud, tall blonde girl
with a beer in her hand.
"As for me,I continue to
live in Houston,and work for
Scurlock/Permian Corp.as a
systems analyst. I keep busy
with swimming and recently
competed in masters nationals in North Carolina, where
I met former presidential
candidate Paul Tsongas,clad
only in a Speedo. I guess Ted
Kennedy isn't the only Massachusetts senator that likes
to walk around wearing next
to nothing!"
Michael Ochoa (Sid Rich)
writes: "After spending my
entire life in Houston, I am
moving to New Jersey for
two years on a rotational assignment to Prudential's corporate headquarters. I have
absolutely no desire to go to
graduate school as lam slowly
but surely ascending the corporate ladder with America's
largest insurance company.
Much to the chagrin ofall the
single women in Houston
(and New Jersey), I also got
married in June. My fiancée
and I met,ofcourse,at work
in a typical office romance.
Standing with me in my wedding were Brian Button,
Chris Kohnhorst '86 and
Mark Colorma '88 (all Sid
Rich). Rest assured that my
new wife and I plan to settle
back in Houston. Hopefully,
by 1994, Rice will be a regular visitor to the Cotton Bowl
and the NCAA Basketball
Tournament!
Melanie Smith (M.Music)
writes: "I've been teaching
junior high music for the last
five years. Next year I will be
the choir director at the high
school."
Mary Ann(Logan)Tawney
(Brown) writes: "John
Tawney '86 (Wiess) and I
were married in August 1989

mooners" unable to make it
were Chris Cannon,Theresa
Bujnoch, Jennie Woosley
Chase and Todd Ranheim
'86 (all Wiess).
"Others present for the
wedding, reception and
evening riverboat cruise included: bridesmaids Leli
Simpson, Evy Kontos '91
and Tristen Eckersberg'90
(all Baker); Cinda Kassing
'90, Allan Muchmore '90,
Ken Robinson '90,
D'VVayne Tanner'90,Dave
Rhodes'90,Julie Gilchrist
'90, Elise Perachio '90,
Heather Mac.hen'90,Elizabeth Owen '92, Carolyn
Aman '92, Katherine Majors'92 and Beth Leara'92
(all Baker);and Matt Bremer
'90 and Mary Craddock'87
StuartLewis(Brown)writes: (Hanszen).
"I am currently doing my
"We spent the first year in
graduate work at Georgia
St. Louis, with Carolyn putTech and would love to hear ting Harvard on hold while I
from any Owls that happen
finished my third year ofmed
to pass this way. New ad- school.We saw Jimmy Buffet
dress: 33876 Georgia Tech
with the Ranheims,Mary C.,
Station; Atlanta, GA 30332, and Butch Brauner '86
(404) 319-9622; email: (Wiess).We also hosted wedGT8490A @ PRISM. ding sluts Casey and Brudner
GATECH.EDQ."
as the four of us made our
way down to Columbia,Mo.,
Michael Rogers (Baker) for the nuptials of Liz
writes: "Got my MBA with
Sulzberger '91 (Wiess) and
honors from Notre Dame
Will Hollas '90 (Sid Rich).
May 17. I am happy to anYeah, their kids aren't going
nounce my engagement to
to be athletes!
Kerry Quinn,whom I met at
"Carolyn started Harvard
Notre Dame.I start work with
law school this past fall, and I
Ford June 1,while Kerry has finished med school. Up here
been with Discover Card for
we see Leli,Jim Quigley'90,
a year now. My brother
Mike Jones '87 (Baker);
Jimmy and John Steuley
Dave Nathan '89 (Wiess)
(Baker) will be the best men, and his bride,fellow Harvard
other Rice attendants will be
law student Mandy Gilbert
Ed Graham (Baker), Doug '89 (Hanszen); and relative
Boake '87 (Sid Rich), Ian
newlyweds Chuck Bratka
Knight '87 (Baker), Bryan '89 and Charlotte Sun '88
Kelley'87(Wiess)and David (both Wiess). Carolyn also
Egenolf'89(Baker). Look
attended the Dallas wedding
us up in Lincoln Park. The
of Dave Rhodes '90 and
wedding is December 19."
Tristen Eckersberg'90,now
living in Lubbock where
Joe Spraul (Wiess) writes: Tristen is in med school.
"It's been four wonderful
"In June I will be starting
years since graduation. I remy internship here in Bosturned to St. Louis to attend
ton, followed by three years
Washington U. med school. of residency in ophthalmolOn Aug. 4, 1990, Carolyn
ogy at Ohio State in ColumMatthews'90(Baker)and I
bus. We are in the book in
were wed in St. Louis, with a
Boston(actually Somerville);
throng of Owls present. EsI would also love to hearfrom
pecially prominent was the
anyone who is going to be in
group, directed by T.J. Columbus,Ohio,next year."
Brudner (Wiess), who sent
us on our honeymoon-a
Sonya Greiner Sukalski
Bahamas cruise. Included in (Lovett) writes: "I thought
this group were:Brian Casey
I'd include a bit of catch-up
'89, Karla Drey Juetten, information on Mitch
Teresa Canfield '89, Greg (Hanszen) and I along with
Heath, Joe Buenker '86, our birth announcement.
BrentBergen'86(all Wiess),
"We got married June 18,
Kelly Miller and JanetJack1988,right after graduation,
son Ranheim (Hanszen), with
Gregg
Robins
Marti Brewer '90 (Baker), (Hanszen) as our best man.
Jim Ginty '82 (Sid Rich) Misha Dawn Laird IKilmas
and Ellen Spraul Ginty'84 (Hanszen) also participated
(Brown). Other "Honey- in the wedding and made my
and have been living in beautiful Portland,Ore.,since May
1990. We recently became
the proud parents ofCaroline
Louise, born April 25. I was
working as a civil engineerfor
a private engineering firm in
Portland but am now a fulltime mom.John is a developmentengineer at Nike,working in the Advanced Product
group.We've recently visited
with some other Rice grads
who now live in Seattle:
Howard Burton(Sid Rich),
his wife, Kay, and Monica
and Tim Petersen (both
Jones)."

1988

wedding dress. We settled in
Los Alamos, N.M.,for a few
years while Mitch established
himselfas a communications
and networking expert at Los
Alamos National Lab. I also
worked there on the Human
Genome Project for a few
months until deciding I really didn't care to be stuck in
front ofa computer terminal
for any appreciable portion
of the day. After our honeymoon in the Mexican Caribbean and Yucatan I decided
to pursue an interest in health
and fitness.
"I have been teaching
aerobics ever since leaving
Rice and enjoy it so much
that I became certified to do
Fitness Evaluation. When I
realized I could do much
more by getting a degree, I
began a master's program at
the U. of New Mexico in
Albuquerque. We moved to
Albuquerque in December
1989 so I could get my field
experience and finish courses
for a M.S. in health education/health promotion
(Mitch commuted 200 miles
a day to Los Alamos).
"Mitch recently convinced
his group to send him back to
school for a master's degree.
So now we are living in
Westwood (West Los Angeles) while Mitch gets paid to
go to UCLA for up to a year.
The only thing we don't understand is: how can students
(real students) afford to live
here?
"For fun,Mitch and I have
been hiking and camping in
the summer and skiing in the
winter. A couple ofyears ago
we took a rock climbing
course and have been bordering on obsessed eversince.
Albuquerque is right beneath
the Sandia Wilderness,which
has a lifetime's worth of
climbs to discover. While
looking for a job, I also took
advantage ofhaving plenty of
time off and went on a snow
and ice climbing trip to
Mexico. A group of six
climbed North America's
third,fifth and seventh highest peaks in one week-topping out at 18,801 feet a day
before my 26th birthday. I
wondered how I could top
that experience for my 27th
birthday. I think birthing
twins qualifies(Sierra Celeste
and Cheyenne Alyse were
born February 28).
"Now, we are knee deep
in spit-up, diapers and fussy
babies. We think they are really cute when they're not
screaming. We're hoping to
be sleeping through the night
by the time we move back to
New Mexico in June-right
now it's like a continual last
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two weeks of the semester
but with more crying. I can't
wait until Sierra and Cheyenne can start entertaining
each other!"

1989
Class Recorder:
David Nathan
3836 Arnold
Houston,TX 77005
Mark Norman (Lovett)
writes:"I'm wrapping up my
stint in Minsk,Belarus,where
I've spent the last two years
managing a computer-assembly joint venture. Good thing
I re-took Russian 101, huh?
Though I look forward to
returning to Quik Marts and
Monday Night Football, I'll
miss the friends here and any
further opportunities to
throw myselfin frontoftanks.
After a summer of water skiing and scuba diving,I'll head
to Boston to attend business
school.
"Through all the Russia
business,I've had the chance
to meet Gus Pelizzi '73
(Lovett/Sid Rich). Great guy
despite the fact that he didn't
know the Lovettcheer(didn't
teach him either). Saw
Charles Doodson(Sid Rich)
industrializing Mexico
through Elamex,the Dodson
manufacturing concern. Fascinating. Chuck's most serious problems are much the
same as when we graduated—
whether to go back to school
and whether to trade in his
trusty 528i. Just do it!
Laksluni Natarajan(Lovett)
finished law school at the U.
ofChicago in June and moves
to D.C. in the fall to do bigtime debate, but for money
now(not in high school anymore)."

1990
Class Recorder:
Jennifer Cooper
912 Peden
Houston,TX 77006
(713)523-6549(home)
Patricia Nultemeier (Shepherd School)writes:"I never
hear from other music majors, so decided to write. I
thoroughly enjoyed Rice and
Dean Hammond, but didn't
get any help in job-hunting.
Now I'm back in school at
LSU in the doctorate program,but will probably transfer to Eastman School of
Music next fall."
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Todd Reickunann(Will Rice)
writes: "After two years with
the Boston Consulting Group
in Chicago,I have accepted a
transfer to our Sydney, Australia, office. After a one-year
assignment, I will return to
attend the Kellogg Graduate
School of Management at
Northwestern U.
"Here in Chicago I work
with fellow Rice alumni Jim
Whitehurst'89(Jones)and
Sarah Hoisington (Jones).
Other alumni I keep in touch
with include Todd Roy '91
(Will Rice), currently teaching English in Japan, and
Christoph Neuendorf '86
(Jones)and Fiona TolhurstNeuendorf (Jones) in New
York.

1991
Class Recorder:
Ross Goldberg
1001 Quill Lane
Oreland, PA 19075
(215) 233-4508
Class Recorder Ross
Goldberg sends the following:
Heather Fenstermaker
(Jones) writes: "After spending the summer in Houston,
Jim Vasek (Jones) and I
moved to Philadelphia,where
Jim has been attending the
U. of Pennsylvania and pursuing a graduate degree in
physics. I have been working
as a fitness instructor at a
health club: I'm exercising
my body, but not my mind!
We are getting ready to move
to the U.ofWisconsin at the
end of May so that I can get
a master's degree in public
policy. Jim is going to switch
fields and study materials science.
"During our visits to
Madison we have been staying with Ken, Laura and
Rockin' Steven Bickers,
former Jones R.A.s, and trying to find an apartment.
Unfortunately,they are moving to Bloomington,Ind., at
the end of June,so we won't
see them for very long after
we get there.
"I have been staying in
touch with Mary Roth (Sid
Rich) during her travels in
Europe. She had several of
her paintings exhibited in a
Paris gallery in March, and
she will be traveling around
Europe this summer(again!)
before heading to Australia
in the fall.
"Ifanyone happens to be in
Madison, pleases give us a
holler—it's not like there are
many Vaselcs or Fenstermakers
in the phonebook!"

I actually met up with
Heather and Jim for dinner
last May;Jean Chen(Jones)
and Dave Fisher (Sid Rich)
were there,too. We had a fun
dinner downtown, traded
Philadelphia horror stories
and took a walk down South
Street where we wandered
into a chic new store,
Condom Nation. All of us
had fun playing with the toys
in the shop, but it was only
Jim who had the courage to
make a purchase(he wouldn't
tell anyone what he bought).
Jean is a social worker and
travels within the city to visit
and counsel families. Dave is
working at Dean Witter as a
stockbroker.
Craig Smith (Hanszen)
will be returning to the States
in August to start graduate
school for mathematical
economics at the Michigan
State U.
As for me,I'm still working at Mosby-Year Book and
hanging out with Missy
Krauth '89 (Will Rice) on
weekends. Don't forget to
write me if you are doing
something worth noting in
classnotes.
Jay Fitzgerald (Sid Rich)
writes: "I am leaving Rice at
long last to pursue interests
in the greater world. Having
written classnotes, groveled
for contributions to the maintenance of excellence, and
otherwise made our university a better place for the past
three years,I have decided to
move on. Apologies to Ross
Goldberg for not sharing
these intimate details beforehand."
Donald Hollas(Lovett)and
Kimberly Kay Kristynik announced their plansfor a June
13 wedding in Sugar Land.
She will have graduated from
U. of Houston, and Donald
will take some time off from
the Cincinnati Bengals.

Shelly Jewett (Baker) and
Keith C. Darby II (Wiess)
write: "Photographic proof
is finally in!(Shown above)We

were married December 28
in San Antonio, Texas. Rice
alums attending the wedding
included: Mary Fonseca,
Wendy Finegan, Sande
Bartels, Missi Grubbs,
Craig Biome, Ellen Rein,
Jeff Burpo,Phil Miller,and
Margot Merck; Marta
Fonseca '92; Scott Barbee
'93;Larry Gelbaugh'90and
Mike Grubbs'90;Paul Salinas'88 and Jim Humes'88;
and Marti Brewer '90 (all
Baker);Brian Casey,George
Webb, Brian Sweeney,
Chris Cannon and Alissa
Nelson all '88; Suzanne
Plummer Litch'89 and Jeff
Plummer (undergraduate),
(all VViess);Patrick Clark'88
(Jones), Tom Dolezal '46
and K.C. Darby '46.
"Right now we're living
in newlywed bliss near
Quantico, Va., where Keith,
a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Marine Corps,is attending The Basic School and finishing up in the top of his
company. Good news came
recently with Keith's acceptance into flight school. We
should be moving to
Pensacola, Fla., sometime in
July. Meanwhile,I have been
working in Fredericksburg
and slowly but surely figuring out the Marine Corps way
oflife. I knew I was in trouble
the other day when 5 a.m.
seemed late to me."
Shoichi Kubodera, Ph.D.,
writes: "I married Fumiko
Nagata '90, M.B.A., April
18 in Tokyo, and we have
moved to a new place: Arai 251-1-303, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 165, Japan. We believe
we are one ofvery few couples
who are both Japanese, have
Rice degrees and live in Tokyo,Japan.Although the ceremony was held in Tokyo,
our friend, Joe Stout '90,
Ph.D.,kindly visited us from
Lake Jackson and attended
the authentic Japanese-style
ceremony. Both of us received many cards and gifts
from Rice friends. Let us
thank them all."
Alexandra P. Simpson
(Baker) writes: "On March
12, Dennis Abbott '90
(Baker), Steve Grobmyer
'90 (Will Rice), Carolyn
Spraul'90(Baker),George
Gonzalez '90(Jones), and
Leli Simpson (Baker) gathered at the Sheraton in Boston and headed to Harvard
Square(you know,where the
Rice ofthe Northeast exists!)
for pasta and beer. They gossiped about other alums and
about what each person is
doing with his/her life.
"Dennis was in town for

an American Dental Association conference, where he
presented research he has
been working on while attending the U.ofTexas Fort
Worth Dental School. Dennis is getting married thissummer to a lovely ladyfrom Fort
Worth named Debbie.
"Steve came to Boston to
visit Harvard Medical School,
which he is contemplating
attendingfor asemester.Steve
is currently at Southwestern
Medical School.
"Carolyn and George are
both One-L's at Harvard Law
School (that's what they call
first year law students at Harvard).
"Leli grew up in the Boston area and only plans to live
there for a couple of years
before moving to a warmer
climate (it snowed in Boston
April 16!). She is working for
State Street Bank and Trust
Co. under the American Bar
Association Members Retirement Program, which provides pension and retirement
plans for members of the
ABA."
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Rita Marsales writes: "May
2, I became the fourth, and
oldest, member of my family
to receive a Rice diploma. My
father graduated with the class
of '32. My daughter,
Eustacia, received a BA in
1985 and a bachelor of fine
arts in 1986. My son,Byron,
received a BA in 1989. I am
also entering my 30th year as
a Rice employee.I'm just glad
that I'm getting my degree
before I retire!"

New Arrivals
Lee Q. Vardaman'69(Will
Rice) and his wife, Jane, an
nounce their fifth child and
first daughter, Mary Antic
Ayers,January 15."Her four
big brothers adore her!" he
writes. On January 31, the
Vardaman's moved to Portland, Texas, where Lee is a
commercial lending manager
for Nations Bank in Corpus
Christi.
Paul Awa '74 (Wiess) and
his wife,Penny,announce the
birth of Grant, February 22.
He joins Paul Jr., born Jul'.
22, 1990. Paul writes: “I allt
a board certified anaesthesi'
ologist practicing in Chicago.
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Penny is an anaesthesia resident at the U. of Chicago."
Fred Y. Awa '76 (Baker)
and his wife, Debbie, announce the birth oftheir first
child, Kimberly Nicole, February 27.

Thomas Jeffrey Page '82
(Wiess) and Christine
Cottey Page '82 (Jones)—
belatedly— announce the
July 1991 birth ofson Philip
Kinchen,who joins older sisBrian D. Johnson'78(Will ters Jessica Arid,4-1/2,and
Rice) and Lenka Englert Rachel Elizabeth, 2-1/2.
Johnson '80 (Jones) an- They live in Dallas, Texas,
nounce the arrival of where Jeff works for E-SysKatherine ZOe Diane, Janu- tems, and Christine has reary 18. After 2 years in Cin
cently joined a radiology praccinnati,they are back in Loui- tice at Presbyterian Hospital.
siana where Brian works in a
division of Schlumberger- James H.Barksdale III'83
(Wiess) and Pamela Cook
Anadrill.
Barksdale '85 (Hanszen)
Laura May '78 (Jones) and announce the birth of their
Larry Cox announce the birth son, James H. "Jack"
of Hilary Katherine, July 31, Barksdale IV,March 12. Jack
1991 in Dallas, Texas.
joins sister, Meagan
Alexandra, 2.
8arbara Hillegeist Currier
'
79 (Brown), John Currier Joy Hamilton Bradbury'83
and son,Zachary,2-1/2,are (Jones) and
Robert
thrilled to announce the ar- Bradbury'82(Wiess) belatrival of Katherine Elizabeth, edly announce the birth of
January 14.
Kevin Daniel, May 30,1991.
Kevin has a four-year-old sisLisa Jordan Weeks '79 ter, Lisa.
(Jones) and her husband,
David,announce the birth of Janine Wieman Schwedes
their second child, Nicholas, '84 (Jones) and John
ecember 12. He joins older Schwedes announce the birth
of their first child, Kathryn
sister, Emily, 15 months.
Anne, January 20.
Brian Cooper 80( Sid Rich)
and Cindy ICiest Cooper'82 Michael Storey '85 (Will
(Brown) announce the birth Rice)and his wife, Mitzi,anof their second son, Steven nounce the birth oftheir son,
Michael, August 19, 1991. Arthur Drew,November 16.
He joins big brother, David, Michael is currently a fourthWho turned 4 on March 1.
year general surgery resident
in Long Island and hopes to
Louis Montanaro '80 be practicing in Texas soon.
(Raker) and his wife, Janice,
have a new baby girl,Amanda Patricia Baron Tomasco'85
Lea, February 20. She joins (Wiess) and Don Tomasco
Nicole Elizabeth,3.Louis has Jr.'85 (Sid Rich) announce
Moved his ob/gyn medical the birth of their daughter,
Practice to Carrollton,Texas. Olivia Grace, January 15.
He and Janice celebrated their They write: "We were marsixth anniversary, April 19.
ried October 13, 1990, after
rekindling the romance ofour
Jay Abramovitz'81(Wiess) Rice days when we happened
,nd and his wife had a bounc- to meet at the wedding of
ing baby boy, Eli Tivon, Amy Fredrickson '85
March 15. Eli writes: "All is (Brown)and Brad Borg'85
svell with the mother and (Sid Rich) in Mt. Vernon,
baby,although it doesn'tlook Wash., May 27, 1989.
like the father is going to
rnake it." He adds that they Erich W. Wolz '85 anhad two flat tires on the way nounces the birth of his secto the hospital.
ond son, Christian Michael,
February 28. He was welAnne Turner'81(Hanszen) comed home by older
and her husband, Paul brother, Erich Wilhelm, 3.
Crocker,
announce the birth
(*Meredith Elayne Crocker, Sylvia Hsu-Wong '85
March 23. Meredith joins big (Lovett) and her husband,
sister, Audrey, 2.
Tien, announce the birth of
their son, Michael Gregory
bebbie Brown Cellar '82 Wong, March 31.
(Jones) and John Cellar annbounce the birth oftheir first John Delaney'86(Hanszen)
, abYr Courtney Elyse, October 18, 1991. "She is an an-
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gel and has made parenthood
a joy for us!"

and Marina Wirfel Delaney
'84(Hanszen)announce the
arrival of their son,
Morscheck,April 16. John is
assistant dean of students at
U. of Tennessee-Chattanooga, while Marina is pursuing her MBA.
Melissa Clark Eggleston'86
(Will Rice) and Bobby
Eggleston '85 (Will Rice)
just had their second baby
girl, Mary Adelaide. Liz
Evans, 3, is excited about
sharing her parents!
BrentTarver'86(Will Rice)
and Annette Bruer Tarver
'86(Will Rice)announce the
birth of Robertson Byrd,
March 7.
Janene Barsotti McCann
'87 (Lovett) and Mike
Barsotti '82 (Lovett) announce the birth of their
daughter, Haley Janene
McCann, February 23.
Janene writes:"A lot has happened in the last year. Mike
graduated from his residency
in general surgery. We moved
from Kansas City to Colorado Springs. Mike opened
his own general surgery practice. I took a break from architecture to run his office.
(Cheap labor!)"
Mitch Sukaluski '88
(Hanszen) and Sonya
Greiner Sukaluski '88
(Lovett) announce the birth
of twins, Sierra Celeste and
Cheyenne Alyes,February 28.
More news in '88 classnotes.
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Margaret Winifred Rieley
'20 on April 29
Kathryn Waugh Niles '21
on August 28, 1991
Jacques P. Adoue '22 on
April 30
Marjorie Augusta Perry'24
on April 28
Leopoldo J. Castellanos'26
in April
Dorothy Ethel Disch '26
on April 4
Willie Mae Harkrider '26
on April 21
Mary Jane Bacon '28 on
January 27
Evelyn Catherine Latham
'28 on April 6
Russell B.Thorstenberg'28
on April 7
Carrie Lee Cox'30 on April
25
Thomas Marion Rainbolt
'30 on April 20
Howard Malcolm Banner
'31 on April 15
Alexander HartSackton'31
on April 21
John D. Goniinier '33 on
April 9
Benjamin F.Jackson'33on
January 6
Wiley Bozeman Noble '35
on April 8
Roderic Beltron Perkins'35
on April 29
Nat Huyler Marsh '38 on
March 22
Robert Clyde Hargrove'39
on April 11
James Maniscalo'39on May
8, 1991
Charles Frank Moser '39
on April 3
Blakely Smith Jr. '46 on
April 20

Corwin J. Dodge '40 on
March 27
Warren Candler Simpson
'41 on April 4
Philip D. Swatzell '45 on
September 20
Robert White Smith'4600
April 11
Gene Clarence Mason '48
on March 30
Alfred "Pete" H.Plyer'48
on June 24, 1991
Leon Borden Blair '49 on
February 8
Virginia Anne Pflueger'50
on April 14
Mark Sidney Robinson'52
on April 20
Norman Heacock Weisler
'52 on November 25, 1991
Billy D. Wright '52 on
March 31
David L. Reasoner '63 on
April 21
Steve Clinton O'Neal '72
on March 18

Friends/Former Faculty/Staff
Richard J.Baldaufon March
28
Francis Barclay Jordan on
April 17
Loren B. Odell on April 9
Jean M.Plumbley on April
26
Alfred Weldon Roark on
April 5
E. MacCall Rotan on April
24
Tom Sealy on April 27
Mary San-Angelo on April
13
Stephen J. Toomey on
March 31
Hillsman Davis Wilson on
April 16
Roy Don Wilson on April
25

I1 us hear from you
Enjoy keeping up with friends and classmates in the Classnotes section? Why not return the
favor—drop us a line and a (preferably) black-and-white photo at Sallyport, Office of News
& Publications, P.O. Box 1892, Houston,TX 77251. The deadline for classnotes submissim
is August 3 for the October/November 1992 issue and October 1 for the December/Januar
1993 issue. Classnotes received after those dates will appear in the following issue. Sallyport
reserves the right to edit classnotes for length and style.

0 Married?
0Promoted?
0 Moved?

0 New Job?
0Take a Trip?
0 Back in School?

0 New Baby?
0See a Classmate?
0 Other?

Send us details:

Name
Address(0 New?)

College

Class

YESTER

1

EAR

September
President Lovett started
the first Rice tradition—
the matriculation ceremony. Lovett addressed
the 59 freshmen and afterwards
shook each student's hand. Another Rice tradition, the first day of
classes, began on September 24,
1912.
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September
After an active first year,
Autry House reopened
with a mid-week open
house. The gathering
kicked off the year's first weekly 4
p.m. Wednesday dance. Polly, the
cook, was back with lots of tempting recipes, and the canteen was
prepared to continue in a new and
improved style—a man was hired
to pump the player piano and wind
the Victrola.

1E2

September
The slimes and slimesses
(freshmen and
freshwomen) were bombarded with rules of behavior upon entrance to Rice.
Among the male regulations: freshmen had to wear beanie slime caps
and tip them to each passing upperclassman. Slimes had to carry
matches, whether they smoked or
not, and were not allowed to wear
knickers. Slimesses were forced to
trot through the Sallyport without
stopping. If addressed by a man on
Friday,freshwomen were not allowed to respond. Neither gender
was allowed to walk on the grass.
September
The war-drained student
population opened the
Institute's 31st session.
Only the freshman class
was full; most freshmen, however,
enrolled as engineering students,
preparing for specialized war work.
Ironically, as five Rice professors
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were swept away by wartime duties,
the paper-rationed, four-page
Thresher reported the availability of
three new courses: War Economics,
a new physical training designed to
toughen the reserve candidates for
almost any physical stress, and Red
Cross classes to teach women home
nursing, dietetics and first aid.
September
In the days when Bill
Hobby was the
Thresher's political analyst, the paper's editorial
staff endorsed Democratic presidential candidate Adlai Stevenson.
The editors praised Stevenson's
policy toward governmental cleaning, cost cutting, economy balancing and foreign policy. The paper
claimed,"In a time of mounting
international tension, ofincreasing
inflation, and political realignment,
America is in dire need of a strong,
an able, a courageous leader. A
leader who is a tested politician,
who is experienced in the mechanics of our foreign policy, and is
noted for his removal of corruption
from government."

1E2

September
After
ina
ugu
KreantinoenthasPitzer's
Rice's
third president, President
John F. Kennedy opened
Rice's semicentennial celebrations
with a speech at Rice Stadium.
Kennedy explained to the 40,000
listeners America's plans for space
exploration. He emphasized
America's desire to be first in space
and pointed out Rice's important
role in American manned space1

JD

flight research."We meet at a college noted for knowledge, in a city
noted for progress, in a state notec
for strength. And we stand in need
of all three," said Kennedy.
September
In the midst of the year'
tumultuous presidential
elections, the Rice Association of MexicanAmerican Students(RAMAS)called
for a boycott of the lettuce served in
Rice kitchens. RAMAS claimed that
the non-union lettuce bought by
the university contributed to the exploitation offarm workers by corporations controlling agriculture. Although lettuce with the United
Farm Workers' black Aztec Eagle label was sold nowhere in Houston,
RAMAS projected that a successful
boycott would force the produce industry to provide union lettuce to
those who wanted it.
September
Rice ranked 11th amoni
the 20 schools surveyed
for Playboy magazine's
"Sex on Campus 1982.'
The survey measured sexual routines, birth control methods, and
the influences of drugs and fratern
ties on sex. According to Playboy,
Rice men were "aspiring NASA en
gineers"; campus women were
"studious cowgirls." "Blood,swea
and tears" were said to typify the
campus style, while students relieved tension by "sleeping after
cramming." And Rice's overall
sexual temperature was rated quite
low: "85° degrees. Only blackbird
eggs get laid."
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August 1992
August 17-21—Orientation Week.
August 24—Fall Classes Begin.
August 28—First Annual All-Campus
Fiesta Picnic. Welcomes all graduate
and undergraduate students to Rice.
September 1992
September 2—Faculty Recital.
Violinist Kenneth Goldsmith will
perform with pianist Jo Anne Ritacca
in the Duncan Recital Hall at 8 p.m.
Admission is free. For information,
call (713) 527-4933.
September 3-October 10—Karin
Broker: 1980-1992, Searching for
a Saint. The Sewall Art Gallery will
exhibit the drawings and instillations
of Karin Broker, an associate professor
of art and art history. Gallery hours
are 12-5 p.m., Tuesday through
Saturday, 12-9 p.m., Thursday. For
information, call 527-6069.
September 10—An Evening for
Rice's Honor. The Athletic Department will host its biannual black tie
fundraiser honoring former trustee
Ralph S. O'Connor and long-time
team physician Edward T. Smith,
M.D. The event is at River Oaks
Country Club at 7:30 pm. For
information, call (713) 527-2451.
September 12—Outreach Day.
During the annual community service
day, volunteers will spend a few hours
beyond the hedges aiding projects
such as Casa Juan Diego and Trees for
Houston. The Rice Student Volunteer

Program (RSVP) will register
participants from August 26 through
September 3. For information, call
(713) 527-4970.
September 15—Presidential Lecture
Series. Dr. Leon Lederman, president
of the American Association for the
Advancement ofScience, will speak in
the Grand Hall of the Rice Memorial
Center at 8 p.m. For information, call
(713) 527-6029.
September 17—Convicts. A sneak
preview of Peter Masterson's new film
to benefit the Friends of Rice Players
and the Rice Media Center will show
at 7 p.m. Cocktails will precede and a
discussion and supper will follow. For
information, call (713) 527-4615.
September 30_Emerson String
Quartet, sponsored by the Houston
Friends of Music and the Shepherd
School of Music, will perform in
Stude Concert Hall at 8 p.m. For
tickets, call (713) 285-5400.
October 1992
October 2-3—Parents' Weekend.
October 9—Rice Athletic Hall of
Fame Ceremonies at the "R" Room
of Rice Stadium. This year's inductees
are football lineman Ralph Murphy
'49; track hurdler Darryl "Doc" King
'79; women's shot-putter Regina
Cavanaugh '87; and tennis standouts
Mike Estep '71 and Zan Guerry '71.
Milton McGinty '27 will receive the
Honorary "R" Person award and
George F. Pierce Jr. '42 will receive
the Distinguished "R" Person award.

October

— id-term Recess.

October 22—Texas Folk Art. The
first survey of 20th-century folk art
from Texas. Sewall Art Gallery until
December 12.
October 28—Presidential Lecture
Series.
November 1992
November 5-8—Homecoming. For
a detailed list of this year's events, see
the Alumni Gazette (p. 36).
November 6—Rice Design Alliance
Annual Fundraising Gala. RDA
honors the future of Hermann Park.
November 26-27—Thanksgiving
Holiday.
The calendar covers major events on the
Rice campus. Please verify dates and
times with the sponsoring organization.
For information on other lectures,
concerts, recitals,films, etc., please
contact thefollowing:
Alumni Relations,(713)527-4057;
Athletic tickets,(713)522-OWLS;
Continuing Studies,
(713)527-4803;
Friends of Fondren library,
(713)285-5157;
Media Center movie information,
(713)527-4853;
Rice Design Alliance,
(713)527-4876;
Rice Players,(713)527-4027;
Rice Student Volunteer Program,
(713)527-4970;
Shepherd School of Music concert
information,(713) 527-4933.

The Association of Rice Alumni Travel Plans
October 9-20: Cruise of the Seas of Ulysses & the Black Sea
with Katherine Drew, Lynette S. Autrey Professor of History.
Watch for the annual brochure mailed out in September with details on the 1993 program including
possible trips to Innsbruck (for the eighth year), Hong Kong/Singapore (a very popular tour in 1991)
and Springtime in Paris.
Other tours include Cities of the Sea, a cruise from Lisbon to Venice with professor of architecture
Peter Waldman and probable destinations such as the Canary Islands, Northern Italy, the Galapagos
Islands and Southeast Asia.
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Remember moving in?
Each fall opens a new chapter of life at Rice. You won't
miss a word in the pages of Sallyport.
Sallyport goes to all alumni and parents of current
students free of charge, but sending it out six times a year
is an expensive proposition.
Won't you look at the enclosed envelope and consider
supporting Sallyport with a subscription donation?
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